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« The reat issue in this election is experience. As a.25 year law enforcement

|

officer who has worked with Rob Wade on all types of cases, Rob stands
out
as the best for our community. We need his experience
and fairness."

|

—Frank Jager, D.A. Investigator and Eureka City Councilman
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In the Oct. 2 issue of The Lumberjack, Don Simas was incorrectly identified as

Jeannie Simos’ husbond. Thay ore no longer morried. It was also incorredly reported

that procweds from the Arcata Bow! insst fund would go fo Matt Simas’ medical
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Waking to the sound of jackhammers

Students deal with JGC retrofit
Cypress Hall sophomore Heather
' Messamer said. “I have to wake up to
the sound of them j
ing.I
The retrofitting and renovation of feel constantly surrounded by (the

“Ie feels a little more crowded at
times,” Cypress Hall sophomore
Amanda Lunz said. “I don’t know if
it’s because there’s more students or
because the Cupboard is taking up so
much room.”
Some students are finding that the
change has made

OyTUMBERINCK
En Rely
STAFF

the Jolly Giant Commons has caused

noise.) I can’t even get a quiet meal.”
The construction has caused the

great inconvenience for staff and residence hall students.

closing of the bottom floor of the JGC,

In the beginning stages of the first
phase, a moat is being dug around the

perimeter of the building. The moat
will be filled with concrete and attached
to su

pport beams of the JGC. Housing

Director Rees Hughes said the sup-

port system “would ensure that the
entire building would move as a unit,”

decreasing theS possibility of structural

damage.
The construction of the trench has
caused more inconvenience than any
of the other construction.

“Itis really terrible during the week,”

January

which formerly
life easier.
housed the infor“It’s better now
mation desk and
“It
really
sucks.”
that the Cupboard
recreation center.
SARAH
BACON
is on the third
The large-screen
Cypress
Hall
freshman
floor,” Sunset Hall
television, video
freshman Michelle
games, ping pong
Cartier said. “It’s
and pool tables
easier
for
(people
living
in Redwood
have all been relocated to the west side
and Sunset) because we don’t have to
of the second floor.
The Giant’s Cupboard, aconvenient go all the way down (to the first floor).”
The saunas and weight room were
store type facility,
has been temporarily
unable
to be moved from the first floor
relocated inside the “J” residence hall
| cafeteria, leaving less room for dining. and will remain closed until the end of

“Te faally sucks,” Cypress Hall resident Sarah’ Bacon said. “After my three
Residence Hall Association meetings
on Wednesday night, I can’t go down
and relax in the saunas.”
Along with the construction of the
moat, the hillside south of the building
is undergoing preparations for the installation of an elevator, which will al-

low disabeled access from the main
campus to the third floor of the JGC.
“This building has one freight elevator that has been used by people with
mobility impairments over the years
and is really not up to code for passengers,” Hughes said.
In order for construction of the elevator to take place on the south side of

See J6C renovation,
page 8

@ Former religious
studies lecturer H.
“Bud” Tillinghast
hos filed a
complaint
with a
U.S. District Court
ogoinst Humboldt
State University, the
California State
University
and the
stote of Colifornio.
The comploint
charges Tillinghast’s

religious freedom
was violated when
he was fired for not
signing
the
California Loyalty
Oath, which is
required
of all state

employees.A
preliminary hearing
will be on Oc. 10.
@ Twenty
two
individuals

JOLLY GIANT COMMONS RETROAT PROJECT

participated
in the

eTetal construction
cest: $6. 123 million - $4 million
from loans, $2 million from fund collected
over 28 years.
© Completion
date: July 31, 1997 © Mere inle: GC Housing Services — 826 3541
© Preject facts: Seismic strengthening of JGC and canyon walkways, of deck between Cypress and the 2nd level of the

“48-hour
Fast to
Free Burma.”

Spendingtwo
nights sleeping in

improved disabled access (passenger elevators and JGC, new meeting rooms on the Mezzanine level,
upgraded restroom facilities on the signs added, expanded Giants Cupboard and Ist
1st and 2nd levels), remodeling of level information desk.s

the University

Center quod,
members
of the
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CRP to eliminate off-campus acai
Syletae Stans

campus sites.”
The only off-campus site
to be

|

served by CRPis the Arcata ComDue to the i
i termination of a
it with
city of
Arcataandacontract
with the state

munity Pool, which is owned and
a
by HSU’s Ccenter Ac-

Rasen:
will discontinue
serone of its off-campus

e wThere’s a possibility that the
Arcata Recycling Center, Independent Recycler or the city of Arcata

vt We would bein legal confictif
we continue
to pick up at build-

Sard Lovey
oak
of this
, the prospect

Se

“nga

ings that aren’t

by HSU

after October 15,” said Allison

ee
ate

manager

co-director

but
might start up some program,
ts would be needed,”

However
Euespecially
looks
ge
nom
ap
cycling operations as of last Tues-

of its educational
“It was a tough
andI'm aes
sud tad bc te” she said.
__ “We gave notices to all of the off-

ree

Nachslon, a business junior. “I

longer accepting such items. CRP

now uses Humboldt Sanitation in
McKinleyville.
Several tenants were Sot
the impending termination o

think the Arcata Recycling Center
should start

ing

up. There’s

going to be a hell of a lot of wasted
materials if some other program
doesn’t step in soon.”

v cdaaamtite Humboldt
Barbra Westfall,
aliberal studies
Green
an off-campus
site that is regularly serviced by . multiple studies junior, said she
will continue to recycle by making
CRP.
“I don’t have a car to bring my the trip to the Arcata Recycling
out of
es g Center despite CRP pulling
Arcata Recyclin
to the abl
recycl
Humboldt Green.
ae
ee
“Too many materials get

“Someone else should do it if

the school can’t,” she said. “It’s

important in reducing landfill

waste.”

suse

deessstires

's some
. pjaid

Ori

peered

wasted,” Westfall
said. “Also, the
money I get from recycling
is someof an incentive.”

She agreed with Nachslon that
the city of Arcata should “hook
something up
ee

eos00e
oor ees

sae

fits offwe

Ra

ake

operations, CRP has been able to
expand its campus-wide operations.
“We have increased the total
volume of all items we collect, es-

pecially mixed paper,” Busch-

Lovejoy said. “I think it’s because
more people have become aware

of our service.”
Inaddition
to this, CRP recently
bought more recycling containers
and adopted “satellite buildings.”
These
are places that
have been designated to call CRP
when various forms of recyclable
papers need to be ae up
CRP, which holds
on
the second and last M
of ev-

ery month, needs work study students and volunteers,

PECL

eee
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: How much money does the Assoin its 1996-97
ciated Students have
budget?

awenaees

1,500

ee erereneree

ep

(7,

25.238

Campus Recycling Program....... 8.246

8,386

8.386

] 9,000

19.000

1 9,000

Marching Lumberjacks -:.---------- 2,550

2,550

2.550

CenterAstse-+---ccccrercccseeeresenese

Women's

19,309
] 0,156

9,338
3,196

0
3,290

9. 706
3,290

319,600
Total
(of complete
list)

327.602

329,000

Unallocated
Reserves

crease in enrollment.
ig

17,706

Center .-------+-+22ececeeees 7, 778

MultiCultural Center............--

A: Right now we have $329,000 in
the budget, but the final amount
will be slightly higher because of an in-

24,449

-

Associated Students Govt.::----- 22,959

: What is the amount received from

Set

_

each student and is it mandatory?
: A.S. receives $47 a year, $23
from the fall enrollment and $24

Revenue: 7,000 students @ $47 (AS. foe) = $329,000

from the spring. The budget was figured

TTT

RT

‘What the hell is Associated
Students?’ student inquires

: Who decides who gets funded by

the A.S.?

going?”
wisely,” Stapp said. “Wherit e's

ity ee Wertausa

Freida Ravasco, A.S. administrative vice
president, sits on the Board of Finance for

THIS WEEK EDITOR

AS.
Many students on campus don’t know, or
She thinks part of the problem with disdon’t care what Associated Students is.
Yet, all students pay $47 a year to 4-5. gruntled students is that they associate A.S.
with their student body government in high
when they pay registration fees.
A,
school.
Brian Boling, a sophomore in cellular an d
molecular biology, knows ~—— the“KS. ae She said most students don’t realize the

int of money the A.S. allocates to camresponsibility involved
aug gro a

office is, but that’s about it. / >...
is A.S,P” he gaid.
“A.S.?, what the hell

.in the proces.

He said he doesn’t belong toanypasticu-

JRawescd

lar group on campus and he

on 7,000 students enrolled at $47 each.
Yes, the fees are mandatory.

d she welcomes the challenge

$ The Board of Finance of the A.S.
makes the recommendations
to the
A.S. council, which votes on the final

approval.
: When the budget was reviewed,

comments and concerns were expressed by the Board because the Cultural Education funds (Multicultural
Center) tend to be allocated quickly and
are used by students groups outside the
MCC. Why was that a concern?
A: We just felt that formal request
forms needed to be used by them
for money allocated by them.

the AS. office and
5 OR fOpIE Hining into
the A.S. affects him
questioning the purpose ofthe A.S. She sees
“*
studene‘a
John Stapp, graduate
it an a chance to open up dislogue with the
ogy, said he’s had some bed experiences in
it to be just students.
he pen with A. He considers

another bureaucracy on campus.
“| don't think they use their money

A: The AS. |
and_ the
groups
it
funds
are
non-profit
and any excess money
goes into the
groups’ own
trust funds. |
The money [

can be used frgidg Ravasco
for
unexpected maintenance or repair costs, or as
the Campus Recycling Program (CRP)
the steel baris doing. They're replacing
rels used for recycling with plastic barrels from the money of their trust fund.

: Who keeps track of the finances
funded by the AS. given to the organizations?
enh
eer
coordinator who
the funds received
by the A.S.

Q : Asa student not involved with cam

pus clubs oro
» what bents do I get from the fees I pay that
supports the A.S.?
: The A.S. funds several things on
campus that benefits students not involved with campus organizations.
The discounts students receive from

CenterArts tickets are subsidized from

A.S. The recycling done on campus is

funded through CRP from A.S.
- Compiled by Alan Workman

“You can talk the talk, but can you walk
the walk?,” she said.
Premium Local Ice Cream
Handcrafted in small batches
A full line of Sorbets, Sherberts,

Non-fat Yogurt.
Located in Jacoby's Storehouse
on the Plaza
e Cakes

¢ Pies ¢ Novelties
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HSU enrollment up,
funding for students not
HSU has 259 more students enrolled than
this semester
and additional funding for them is
not in the immediate
“It seems enrollment is on the

upswing,” said University RegisDennisL.

A belly lass
Belly dancer Sri Torasita danced last week to the beats of her band, The |
Cotsmampus Calves, a Kestacky-hased group that tovrad the woat, The

Catewampes
Universe began the tour in Boulder, Colorado
and finished it
with this performance
at HSU.

request an increase in funding.
Vanderklis
said itis highly unlikely
that HSU will receive any additional money.
“Receiving money for the extra
students depends on the status of
the rest ofthe CSU system, ifother
campuses are above or below targetenrollmentand the general economic status
of Califor-

“We are definitely above
the enrollment average of
the past few semesters.”

te.

Vanderklis
said. “We
are due to get
s ome
few semesDENNIS
L.
GEYER
money, but I
ters.”
university registrar
don’t think
“HSUisup
it’s
very
quite a bit in
likely.”
enrollment
The money for extra students
and we've easily exceeded our tardepends upon enrollment at each
get enrollment for the semester,”
said Administrative Assistant of CSU. If enrollment for the whole
CSU system exceeds the targeted
Academic Affairs Pat Vanderklis.
A target enrollment is a enrollment, no money will be availuniversity’s estimate of student able. However, ifenrollmentis less
than expected, money would be
enrollment for an upcoming
semester.With the increase in stu- available and given to universities
dent population
the university will with additional students.

reo
camel
ile
nd
od
is able to balance all aspects

ly, I see her

OPEN TH. 2:00 A.M.
TORIES -FRE-GAT
822-1927
1084 6 ST. ARCATA

See ae

Scep ath alee deacaliiameie”
Audrey Maynor, studenvathlete,
Humboldt State University

F at ow Joyce background and abilities.

TING

- believe she will make an outstanding Judge.”
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One card, many hassles
@ Students concemed

Chris Richards

Ps

Spent

about potential impacts
of proposed ‘One-Card:

Auto & Equipment
Repair
Experienced
« Honest « Dependable
Restorations
« Fabrications

nn

P.O. Box 456 @ 171A Quarry Rd. & Trinidad, CA 95570

Students have raised concerns
es

e

and

e

e

fear-

ing loss of pnivacy
freedom
of choice.
The idea behind
the project
is to

ciel thn
de eten ©
card to include long-distance
call-

itselfto

rec
revenue.
information and acwan or calling card numbers
I
jaa

butinbedled

ons magnete

ona magnetic

stripe. The information
is accessed

only when swiped through a
reader.

If the information is intercon-

nected within one system, Dou-

nee

on any

“There is a specter of ‘Big
Brother,”
Wagner said, “that gov-

|_Sisee STRAT
70 eat
emt

yy

4e=

|

consider its social responsibility.
He said if the university
he ram vob
rcopaon to oe

w aStudents should have the freedom to choose who they want to
do business with,” because stu-

dents may not agree with a certain
—-

agner

a

he said.

HSU with the idea to
environmental awareness. Part ofthat

isa beliefin corporate responsibility.
“There arei
ical difficulties in dealing with this (system),”
he said.
Perryman said theSedright.”
destroy privacy or
rights.”

Although the One-Card would
The purpose is
rove the ernment is watching over you,
have a specific bank and long-disThe pape i impr said where you go, what you do.
tance company, he said
Wayne
Perryman,
students have the option
campus coordinator
forthe One-Card Task
“There is a specter of ‘Big Brother,’ that of not using the card’s services.
Force.
government
is
watching
over
you,
where
“You (the student) can
But some students
fear that private infortailor it to your particular
you go, what you do.”
mation could be acneeds,” he said.
KEITH
WAGNER
cessed with this sysHe also said it can make
tem.
AS. President
account transactions more
Charles Douglas,
secure and decrease the
A.S. professional studies represen“It becomes scary because every worry for loose change.
tative, said those who would have
No decisions have been made to
time you use the card, (governaccess would be UPD, the Califorment or businesses) can find out go ahead with the project or stop
nia State University system and the where you are,” he said.
planning and the project is still in
state and federal government .
Perryman said security measures
its “feasibility stages,” Perryman
Associated Students president have already been considered.
said.
Keith Wagner said the One-Card
“The system is separate but
Douglas said the One-Card sysproject would be a convenience, linked,” he said. “But the informatem can have “bi
effects on
benefit and problem to students.
tion is stored into different data students than the trimester plan
“This card bears
tech- places.”
because ofthe impactit would have
nology,” he said, “that
on students’ lives due to personal
possibility for misuse.”
lormation that is pertinentto
thei
record access.”
alias
Douglas
said concerns about the business, he said.
P
Dou

tinea denieporiahocsotbel

“The Admissions and Records

office won’t know what books you
checked outat the library,”
he said.

“The (Student) Health Center
won't
you had for
lunch.”
Douglas said HSU must also

eqs thats ‘how be more input
a students.
“This card enters the new age

World Wide Web electronic-connectivity time of technology,”
Wagner said. “It will take time to

Honor Wind Ensemble

_ Seats Tedet Office. - 826-3928
State: Bape. Concert Line - 826-3496

come to

1031 H St. ¢ Arcata

822-3450
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slices vave

: igeported
tokaresnine
entered
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he
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versity Annex at 1] p.m. The sub-

1997 HARDROCK® *:~:
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ject is determined
not to have been
intoxicated
upon contact and leaves

the area.

husky

hemp collar is found in front
of the
© Oct. 1s An instructor requests assistance
in removing a
from a computer station
at Gist Hall 215. UPD assistance
is rendered.
e A subject carrying a pellet
gunis escorted
off campus from
so Giant Commons cafte Oct. 21 Approximately $75

in change is stolen from a vending machine at Sunset Hall.

¢ A group of students playing
bongos in a hallway at the old

Music Building is asked to leave
and advised of the procedures

to reserve a room.
@ Oct.3: UPD responds
to a
report of a burglary in progress
at 1700 Union Ave.
The subjects are detained at

Forestry Building.
The lost canine
is transported
to the Humane Soci-

ety.

¢ UPD officer presence is requcstedatNehon Hal Eaton
by during
a discipline
e A report of two males
health and safety seer at
Redwood/Sunset Quad is filed.
The area is checked and the subjects are unable to be located. ¢ A male,
a female and a dog are

reported taking showers in the
~ *s locker room at Forbes Com-

ex.
The two humans, determined to
be transients, are admonished for
their behavior, escorted from the

building and advised to stay off

campus.

Upon
contact, it is determined the subject had been
drinking but he is able to care
for himself. The subject is es-

New For ‘9’7!...

Hall and advised not to leave
the room.
¢ Two unclothed subjects
are observed running through

e 21 Speed Shimano

corted to residence at Sunset

and around Redwood/Sunset
Quad at 1 a.m. The streakers

jects, possibly transients,
are
spotted showering in the Forestry Building. The subjects

ment.

yellingin Redwood/Sunset
Quad.
The source of yelling is determined to be emanating from the

¢ A sign reading “Welcome

the incident will be forwarded
to Student Affairs as the sub--

third floor of Redwood Hall. The
area is quiet upon UPDdeparture.

ond floor hallway of Alder Hall.

greenhouse.

— Compiled
by David Perry

to the Arcata Police Depart-

A memorandum regarding

e A cactus is vandalized in the

jects are HSUstudents.

© Oct. 4: A Hispanic
male in

¢ In Stock Now!l...

are unable to be located upon
UPD arrival.
© Oct. 7: Two male sub-

© Oct. 5: A 2 a.m. report comes
in concerning 10 to 15 subjects

Founders Hall and later released

Drive Train

are warned and sent on their
way.
to HSU” is found in the sec408 F Street, Eureka, 445-3096 - 10th & F Streets, Arcata, 822-4673

‘

(teunded by Steven R. Covey,
authorof
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Indoor Climbing
Equipment
Lessons

JGC renovation
° Condinend
ies gage §

anywhere,” Cypress Hall sopho-

the building, the first-to-second
floor stairs nearest the parking lot
west of the JGC have been closed.
“Now, you have to take alo

route and walk around the build.
ing,” Redwood Hall resident

Learn to climb in a safe,
controlled environment
at Humboldt County's
only indoor climbing wall.

GYMNASTICS
y EXPRESS
fe
ee
h

426F St. Eureka,Ca.

95501

20%

Climbing

Company

Call 445-0450
for information.

ng oommire te
. The stairs from Redwood

it’s going to make it difficult to get

Megan Blackburn said.
Thealready limited
parking situation has only been worsened by
the the construction with the elimination of nearly one third of the
parking lot west of the JGC.
“I had a problem finding parking and actually got a ticket be-

and Sunset will remain untouched.
During the summer of ‘97, the

more Paul Rosenberg said. “The

catwalk is our primary access to
the ‘J.”

“J” cafeteria will be renovated,
with
the walls being pushed out to where
the walkways currently end. This
will add more indoor dining space,
but will eliminate the outdoor eat-

The catwalk will be widened and

rebuilt upon the completion of the
new, permanent stairs, adding a
deck onto the second floor of the
JGC.
Permanent concrete stairs will
be built on the northwest corner of

ing

area.
“I love eating outside,”
Blackburn said. “On nice days, you

want to eat outside.”

the JGC near the catwalk to the
Canyon.

Some accuse the Department of
Housing ‘and Dining Services of
poor planning.

Before then, both sets of stairs

on the south side of the building

cause of it,” Lunz said.

will be completely removed to al-

“I think that the whole thing is

Along with the removal of the
stairs, the catwalk from Cypress
Hall to the second floor of the JGC
will be temporarily removed within
the next three weeks.
“When they close the catwalk,

low the southern wall ofthe JGC to

an inconvenience just because
they’re working on it during
school.” Blackburn said. “They
should have started during the
summer like they had originally
planned.”

be extended. The extension will

serve as a storage unit.
A temporary replacement set of
stairs is scheduled to be installed at
the northwest corner of the build-

ON wie Pasta, ARCATA

off

Homebrewing Supplies
Come check out our selection of
Equipment & Ingredients for the novice or expert
¢ Malts, Fresh Yeasts & Hops

;

a

EuUrovean

olwear

¢ Kettles, Caps, Starter Kits & CO2 Keg Systems

¢ Wine Making Supplies Too

Wednesday Night

Guinness Night 7-10pm

$7.00 pitchers

Thersday Night

Margarita Night 7-11pm

REMEDIES

Jose Cuervo Geld

argaritas $2.50

Saturday Night

Happy Nour 9-lipm
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Instructor's sabbatical
sal
results in new book
LUMBERJACK
weal

Ts
sk. cians i'l
and nine male writers. There is a
sketch ofeach author,
by an interview
and

Pet

sassar Jajames eeetas
in Morocco writinga

ee

epee

an example of each author's work.

‘and

studentsasense

teaching a class on the international
short story.

Peeveryone Ke
was writing, he
said.
“So it wasn’t meant to be a reader
that was feminist or a socially engaged reader. It was meant
to be a
cross-cultural
reader which would
give American students a feel for a
whole society.”
Some
of the short stories were

Gaasch also collected interviews
and short stories from noted authors from
— a regionin
North Africa, which includes Morocco, Tunisia and
_thathe

turned into a book called
“Anthologie de la Nouvelle
i,
phere
cere

Casablanca. It will be published in

“] wanted —_r that depicted the present
situation in
Maghréb,” Gaasch said.

France later this year. He said he
plans to use the book in his classes at
HSU in the spring.
Although he wrote the book,
_ Gaasch said he isn’t interested in
ing it into English himself.

Asan example,
he pointed to the

number of women represented in
the book.
“Morocco hasn’t produced, up
until now, a well-known woman

approached

by a pro’ tinct fromm the University
Us
of Deyton in Ohio about doing

writer,” Gaasch said. “But young

Considering the paper is due tomorrow,
aren't you glad we're open till midnight?

we had 165 students
in a class.”
. Unlike students
at HSU, Moroccan
students _ take
classes for an en-

Examinations and

&

.

Preventative care

tire year.
Thereisonetest
at the end of the

” Students

year that deter-

welcome!

repeat the class.
According
to
Gaasch,
40 to 50 percent of Moroccan students repeat.
“These were second and third

James Goasch

He was able to work on the an-

thology while teaching at Iben Tofiel
University at Kenitra, which is close
to the Moroccan
of Rabat.
Gaasch shared duties with a Mo-

roccan professor fora year, allowing

him the chance to study the Moroc-

442-1763
618 Harris Street, Eureka

year students,” Gaasch said. “The

students
were very well prepared for
the lecture.”
He found many differences between the two educational systems.
Gaasch also said that the Moroccans were “very warm people.”
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a
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“Open
7 Days
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The Family Dental Practice

“because
here, most ofour seminars

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY:

”

James Foye, D.M.D.

Member of the ADA, CDA and
the Academy of General D-ntistry

the stories were written just for the

published by Editiors Eddif of

can educational system
“Le squitediflerent,” said Gaaach,

affected the
book is seen in the writers’
nationalities.
_ Ten of the 19 authors

already published,
but a majority of _heaval.

book, written in French,
was

However,
he has been

women are just now beginningto
weclot 1 ees tenenaeifan bs coe
a.
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"So laugh lads, and quaff, lads,
Twill make pou stout and hale;

Through all mp daps, T'll sing the praise

Of Brown October ale."
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10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT |
|

(on all regularly priced merchandise)

,
|

.

Please Present Your Student I.D. Card

:

To Receive Discount

$5

Computer Ribbons and Cartridges,
Computer Paper, Diskettes
Binders, Notebooks
Writing Instruments.
And All of Your School Supplies

PLUS
Greeting Cards, Picture Frames,
Photo Albums, Social Books,
Stationery, Invitations,
Gift Wrap and Much More.
PLUS
Copy and Fax Service

ALL
VALUE
OFFICE PRODUCTS

Accounting Systems

Office Supplies s « , Business Forms

— 833 H Street, Arcata, California 95521

(707) 822-0527 ° FAX (707) 822-0546
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Budget cuts

Arcata city services could soon be decimated

Dy Nably Wants

Rodney Brunlinger, Arcata resident and par-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

prevention

Maintenance of city parks, crime

programs and contributions to public access
television are three expenses Arcata will eliminate if voters do not renew the 3 percent utility
tax on the ballot Nov. 5, the city council decided Oct. 2.
In addition to these cuts, citizens of Arcata
face losing many other community services and
ee. The Citizen’s Budget Task Force

isted in its final report Sept. 23, 26 cuts that

are part of the proposal to save more than
$500,000 from the general budget fund.

Due to state cutbacks, the city must find a

way to both cut the budget and replace lost
revenue. The proposed cuts have been drafted
for consideration and will be implemented if
the utility tax is not passed.
A representative of the city manager’s office
said the utility tax, adopted in 1993, raises an
estimated $450,000 per year which helps re-

place these lost revenues.
The city council said that the proposed cuts
primarily deal with saving money on city maintenance.

At the meeting, council members approved
the budget task force’s final report with a unanimous vote of five to:zero.

ha’'a history of cutting costs, even

“WP'he city

before the tax bill,” Councilman Lou Blaser

said,
But Arcata citizens present at the meeting
spoke out against the proposals.

ticipant in the second budget work meeting,
said, “I participated in the system and this is an
outrage. This list (of cuts) stinks. It stinks because it was lousy to begin with. It’s like havin
to choose between cutting off your right seal
or your left.

“These

proposals will have community im-

pact. The business people get the most of our
tax cuts. That’s fair and equitable?” Brunlinger
said.

;

:

en

of police emeetiantinn

¢ Elimination of street sweeping

Elimination of maintenance at
city ball field

35,000

,

ate the citizen’s task force and I think they did a

4 °Eliminate community policing

good job with what they had to work with.”

40,008

36,000

o
utility tax.
“(People) shouldn’t vote for the utility tax

because it’s illegal,” Brunlinger said.
Councilman Victor Schaub said, “I appreci-

Seer

Cepiend elpent Rpg

cubtemioment. creditcard feud

He called the task force’s recommendations

“extortion to drum up votes” in favor of the

$70,000

| Reduction in street Maintenance

30,000

¢ Eliminate some youth programs

5.0

Other concerns about Arcata’s economy
and future were also brought up at the meeting.
People spoke out on the controversial issue
of a Taco Bell franchise coming to Arcata.
Kasey Cook, an Arcata resident and HSU

student, said the franchise would bring eco-

nomic hardship to Arcata by forcing area businesses to lay off workers.
She also said that none of the money generated by Taco Bell will go to Arcata because,

“the franchiser lives in Red Bluff.”
Blaser said, “I see nothing wrong with Taco
Bell coming. It’s a matter of free enterprise. If
citizens of Arcata don’t like them, don’t patron_ize them ... they will go out of business”
Also at the meeting, Councilman Jason

PETE CHENARD GRAPHICS EDITOR

Kirkpatrick announced he will lecture at HSU’s
Campus Center for Appropriate Technology,
on Monday, Oct. 14, 1996 at 7 p.m. He will be
speaking about the organization and functions
of the city council and how a cities works.

Gurus of glass
“

ne brightly
Humboldt glassblowersd is a shi
lampworker —_ under professional supervision.
that are produced in his shop and

pipes,
who specializesinhand-blown
placed on thin metal leaves.
:
To create the shapes of these ani- jars and sculptures.
dmy
es use —_ “I wassilkecreeninganfriend
associatt
and hisue
mals, Bucq

By Peter Seems
Whether it’s small pipes or large

bowls

with

animal

engravings,

art of forging =

ogroning,

fastest growing

specialized guilding techniques.

Curtis got me into the art by showing

_

“We make a lot of our own equip-

ment,” ae

said. "en

making the bowls is enjoyable.

It’s

ul stuff.”
Moet admired art forms in Humboldt wonderf
Bucquetsellshisbowlstoabout100

glass, is one

County.

Senet owner of Mad

art galleries throughout the United

experience casting glass bowls of vari-

ofehis more intricate pieces
Som

ee

years
has 12 ,
in Arcata

River

ous sizes.

gigs and
“] was in between

ing

for s

went toa

_—David Bouchar

loki

to do,” Bucquet said.“I

appeal
thend
and fou

me how to work a torch,” he said.

Pan; en wing uae
to five hoursa day wo

ique.

onmy

-half to

“It took about a

“It could be extremely dangerous if

you don’t know what you’re doing,”

—_he said. “So many kids are blowing

n
and equip—_ without theright ventilatio

ment.”

Thetimeit takes himto blowa single

iece depends on the size and intricacy

=

“For a simple, small piece, it takes

manipulate glass the way I wanted,” —_ about 20 minutes,” he said. “A large,

,
and Europe.
tes
Canada
Sta

Bouchard said.

have sold foras much as $1,800.

shapesoutofthree-feetglassrodscom-

He uses welding torches to form

intricate piece can take two hours or

= Bouchard said the cost of glass blowing was a struggle when he began.

“It was close to a couple of months

posed of borosilicate, a silicate glass

“As my techniques developed my ex-

These rods come in light, medium

ally started to do real well,” he said.

said. “It depends on what I’m trying

Aside from distributors, Bouchard

before I was first satisfied,” he said.

containing boric oxide.

“At first it was tough, but I eventu-

ic.
when I

pectations changed. It’s not like you
arrive at one point and that’s it.”

to have alarge distributorto
“I’mlucky
;
and thick
“luseallofthesegauges,”Bouchard _ sell my pieces to.”

originally blewglassformssuchasgob-

clay, plastic and wood to make his

to create.”

sells many of his intricate works to

lampworking puts him in.

boughtamushroom sculpture he made

a vision frommy
ing able to transform

glass for $250 — the highest price he

pretty
of making
“] was in North

ina

said. “I
started working with glashes,”

lets, but my interest changed andi got
jy

eoarnd nap

ined

in many of his casts are

three-dimensional animal engravings

nigger glass, sand, plaster,

bowls.

“All the glass we use comes from

scratch,” he said.

“Inhotglass casting,

youneedafirm

He said he likes the frame of mind

_ “T enjoy the mental trance and be-

about making head into reality,” he said. “It’s very
technialy
such as fish, turtles and birds, which foundation
equipment, working with glass and _ relaxing to create beautiful things by
take on breathtaking realism.
I see and feel.”
using equipment,” he said “I've seen whatHowever
Bucquetsaidthebrilliantcoloringof many
, Bouchard warns that
very
were
people start shops who
ingsisaccomplishedthrough
the
the use of;

,silverandcopper paints

limited in what they.could do.”

announced Tuesday
a sale on tickets
during
the fall and

r.”
complete
_lotonge

winter season.

Prices will be
reduced
by an
average
of 35
percent
on roundtrip tickets
mode ot
least seven days in
advonce with a

individuals. One ofthese individuals

from one-and-a-half pounds of raw

Saturday
night stay-

—_has sold one of his pieces for.
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New Shipment of New Items!!
Everyday is a SALE DAY at the Poop!
Desks from $40 - $78

¢ Desk Chairs: $7.50 -$60

CHEAP!

NEW & USED BOOKS
WOMEN'S ¢ CHILDREN'S
HOLISTIC « METAPHYSICAL

¢ File Cabinets:
2 and 4 drawer
¢ Books, Lamps, Plants, and other used household
items

CHEAP!

And many other collectibles!

1499 SpearAve.

"Columbus Didn't Discover Us"
Indigenous People's Week '96

LANDLORD BENDING
YOU OVER:

eee

Oct.. 14-Quad reserved for speaker(s) from 12-1 pm;
Founders Hall room 163 reserved represented here at

"WE CAN HELP!"

HSU.

Oct. 15th-Nelson Hall East room 102 Goodwin-Forum;
opened for guest lecture. Other possible alternatives
welcomed. 6:30-9:00pm.

*Landlord / Tenant Disputes
¢Small

Oct. 16th-Science B building, room 135 reserved from
7-9pm for documentary(3 0 min.) on the appropriation
and exploitation of Native American religious and
spirituality.

» Ca.
ALL THE PASTA
YOU CAN EAT!

$7.50

*Minor

participants include: Laura Lee Geroge, Philip M.
Zastrow, Joe Giovannetti, and Sandra Boham.

In addition to the above mentioned events, AIA will also be
placing sixty signs in various areas on campus detailing
specific facts, events, conditions, and quotes as pertaining to
American Indians and blacks.

Green

Apartments

1&2 Bedroom Apts.

$450 to $625 per mo.
3 Bedroom

Shared

Units

$255 to $285 per mo.
$10/mo.
for

Sorry.

Too late.
You should
have gotten
your flu shot

LocatedAt

1935 H St.
3 Blocks
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Court

Criminal
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*Restraining
Matters

-And

Much

Order:
Mor

J ma Humboldt Legal

Resource Center

AIA will also be encouraging, and providing red and black
banks to be worn by Indian and non Indian students, staff
and faculty throughout the week.

Humboldt
Crud beginning to
tighten its
Sinister grip
on you?

Cliams

— + Traffic

* Discrimination

Oct. 17th-Science B building, room 135 reserved for
panel discussion from 7-9pm. Confirmed panel-

Humboldt

822-5410

eb

:

*
¢

4%.

¥

Address:
Warren House #53

Humboldt State University

Arcata, CA 95521
(707)826-3824
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Salvage logging begins in
old growth, activists angry

h
a joint pubsigned, will establis

lic-private trust to preserve the
Presidio, a former Army base in

San Francisco now being run by
the National Park Service. It

would also create the country’s
first protected tallgrass prairie in
Kansas.

The number of children in the
vata
Rare
ae

Clinton administration
wanted to
end the logging rights altogether.
LP was given special access to the

logging rights in the area, but the

neglect and serious injury has skyrocketed in recent years, while

child protection
efforts have lagged
behind, said a federal study released last week.
From 1986 to 1993, the num-

ber of abused and
children doubled from 1.4 million to
2.8 million, while the number se-

riously injured quadrupled from

about 143,000 to nearly 570,000.

The reported cases of sexual
abuse rose 125 percent from
133,600 to over 300,000. The

study found, as previous research
has, that girls are much more often

the target of abuse than boys.
The study did not find differ-

ent rates of abuse among racial or
ethnic groups. The two biggest

risk factors were poverty and living in a single-parent family.

Tongass forest will be
two more years
logged
In its last action before adjourning for the fall election, the U.S.
Senate passed abill affecting alarge
number of parks and other public
lands. The compromise bill, when

timber in the 1950s in return for
building a pulp mill there to create jobs in the area. The mill will
be closed soon and the Clinton
administration argued this ended

the agreement. The compromise

allows LP to log for two years
after closing the mill.

Lead awareness training

date has been changed

The date for the Humboldt
County Health Department’slead
poisoning awareness training has

been
to Oct. 17. It will
be held at the Eureka Inn from

The salvage logging by PL is protected
under salvage logging regulations as long

Ponce

as it doesn’t exceed removal of more than

Despite continuing protests and environmentalists’ acts of civil disobedience,

“wnmai>s>soDd

Child abuse reports
soaring since 1986

The most divisive section of
the bill dealt with loggingby Louisiana-Pacific in thé Tongass National forest in Alaska. LP had
soughta 15-year extension oftheir

13

8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Lunch will be
provided forall participants. Registration is required.
The training is recommended
for anyone concerned about exposure to lead and lead dust
present from car repairs or from
the 80 percent of Humboldt
County homes built before lead
was banned from paint in 1978.

See Community
Clips, page 14

salvage logging northeast of Headwaters
grove started earlyTuesday.

10 percent of the timber.
“The 10 percent rule refers to dead, dying and diseased trees, both standing and
downed,” said Bullwinkel. “Since we’re

Board of
Late Tuesday the California

_

only removing downed timber on the forest

by the Environmental Protection Informa-

floor, I expect the percentage of timber
removed to be substantial lower than 10
percent.”
Stewart agrees with Bullwinkel.
“There is no way the basal area of dead
and dying trees will be more than 10 per-

tion Center and the Sierra Club in Sept.,
which would require a complete review of

that it will be safe to remove it.”

Forestry tentatively accepted a petition
which could end up curtailing the salvage

logging.

The Board moved to further consider a

portion of a rules package, first proposed

cent,” she said, “But this does not mean

Environmentalists argue. that the salvage logging, which is taking place in the

Both the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection and the California
Department of Fish and Game are overlooking the project.

Belle Lawrence Creek area, will harm the

Lanman said, itis a scam that the trees are

salvage logging operations involving 20
acres or more.

forest’s ecosystem.
“The salvage logging will absolutely
have an effect on the ecosystem,” said

Cecilia Lanman, spokesperson for EPIC.
“The forest cannot sustain industrial logging.”

salvaged, “It is only used as an excuse to
justify the logging,” she said.
Ross Johnson, CDF’s chiefofforest practice regulation, said that PL is in compli-

According to E.P.I.C. the logging will

destroy the habitat of endangered species in old-growth forests.
Connie Stewart of the Northcoast En-

vironmental Center said that in some incidents, downed logs can be even more
valuable for the ecosystem than standing
trees, because they are habitat for a sub-

stantial number of other species.

Mary Bullwinkel, spokesperson for
Pacific Lumber Co., does not agree that
the project will have any negative impact

on the forest.

She argues that salvage logging is ac-

tually good for the forest because it reduces the risk of forest fires.

ance with the standards.
There will not beany activity
in the 7,500
acres included in the agreement, which
encompasses the 3,000-acre Headwaters
grove, Bullwinkel said. This area is now

pro’

é

Under the agreement between PL and
federal and state officials, negotiated by
U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, the 7,500 acres

will be placed under public protection in’
exchange for unspecified federal property
and cash totaling $380 million.
Bullwinkel said PL will continue logging in other parts of the area “if possible.”
“We are concerned that the logging
will continue,” Lanman said,” but we are

doing everything we can to prevent it.”
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and temperament.
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e Court Justice
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R. Stokes, Arcata Attorney
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Community Clips
® Continued
from page 13
For more information call the health department at 441-5632.

could impact logging
On Oct. 25, the coho salmon will be listed

as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act. The National Marine
Fisheries Service has stated that logging in
Headwaters could adversely affect coho
salmon habitat. Environmentalists may have
renewed legal grounds to fight the salvage
logging.

Arcata City Council candidate
jailed for violating court order
Arcata City Council candidate Anthony
Sanger was unable to attend Oct. 3 televised
debate because he was in jail. Sanger was in

the county jail for violating a restraining

want

Utility money stolen from
Eureka
city hall drop box

year from the age of 40 and annually at 50.
About 20,000 cases of breast cancer will

be reported in California this year. For more

information
on breast cancer call the cancer

June to three misdemeanor counts ofbrandishing a dangerous, deadly weapon other
than afirearm.
Sanger is running against Mayor Carl
Pellatzand
Jennifer Hanan, Gary

Coho listed as threatened,

You

order involving his family.
Healso
has two similar charges of violating a court order. Sanger
is serving three
years probation after pleading no contest in

societyat 442-1436.

bills was horned
pa the weekend and
a large number of checks were stolen.
Some of the checks were found near
city hall and some were found near Moon-

Environmental group _
succumbs to stress

stone Beach.
Anyone who may have madeapaymentat
the drop box is encouraged by the city to
call and make sure your check was received.
They should contact the finance department at 441-4100.

Moore, Robert Ornelas and Connie Stewart

for three council seats.

Due to “internal stress” the Student Environmental Action Coalition’s national office will close its doors on Thursday, said

Society reminds North Coast
women to check their breasts

Megan Southern, editor for Threshold, the

organization’s monthly publication.
HSU zoology senior Monica Wakefield,

The American Cancer Society wants to
remind women about what they should be
doing to prevent breast cancer for National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
Breast self-examination should be
performed monthly beginningat the age of 20.
Women

a SEAC member, said the closure wouldn’t

Women business
owners to
meet for Kneeland retreat

She said the area SEAC would continue
under another
name if the group folded.

Marianne Weidlein, author of “Empowering Vision,” is offering a retreat for area
women interested in business. It will take

any of its local and

place Oct. 11 to Oct. 13.

work on ‘a national level.

Although the national office

20 to 39 should have a clinical

examination
by a health professional every
three years and annually at the age of 40.
Women should have a mammogram
every

to

affect HSU’s group because it is swamped
with local issues and doesn’t have time to

be

the

regi

provided workshops, training programs, in-

The costis $150 to $250. For more information call 442-3115.

formation and support.
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We don't know how you'll fill in the blank. That's why we make Macint
osh

computers 80 flexible. To help you be the first to do whatever you want to do.

And with word processing, easy intemet access,

powerful multimedia and

cross-platform compatibility, a Mac’ makes it even easier to do it. How
do you
get started? Visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac.
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Shay Park restoration to
clean area, reduce floods

bie es

native vegetation in the park.
“A section of the stream right before it

Thecity of Arcata has received $35,800
from the California Department of Water
Resources to turn the last, unrestored

section of Jolly Giant Creek in Shay Park
into a more pleasant area.
The park, which is located at the junction of Foster Avenue and Alliance Road,
is already partly restored.
Two previous projects, in 1990 and
1993, restored the eastern end of the

park. It has been revegetated, and a large
pond, used by Arcata High School science students, has been created.

The grant will cover the removal of old

buildings and concrete pads on the south-

western side of the park that are remains
from a former lumber mill, which was
closed down in the 1960s.
“The area we'll be working on is an old
lumber mill foundation, so it’s kind of

junky — full of old, industrial debris, fill
and cement stacks. We are going to remove that and re-create the area,” Jenni-

fer Rice said.
Rice’is a natural resources planner at
the Redwood
Agency.

Community

Action

The grant will also cover work to dig a
more natural path for the creek and plant

crosses Alliance Road is now in a ditch
between hill slopes and railroad tracks,”

Rice said.
“Problems arise when flows come up in
the winter and the water doesn’t have any
way to go.”

A more natural path for the creek will
P

create a wetland area and reduce flooding

on Alliance Road during storms.
The

restoration, which started last

week, is not expected to cause any major
inconvenience for people living in the
nearby area.
“During the day there will be some
noise from heavy equipment,” Rice said,
“but the work will be done on the southwestern edge of the park where there’s
not really many homes.”
The heavy equipment work will take
approximately one week, while the revegetation of the park will continue throughout the winter.
“It will be kind ofa winter-long project,”
Rice said.
More information can be obtained from
the Redwood Community Action Agency
at 269-2062, or from Deputy Director
Mark Andre at the Environmental Services Department at 822-8184.

SPILLING/ LUBERIACK STAFF

Renovation of the Jolly Giant Creek fo correct years of neglect and misuse ond to improve water

direction flow is underway in Shay Park and is expected to be completed by early 1997.

445-3155

2nd & CSt. Eureka

2Street@Northcoast.com
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Third Floor of the University
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Friday 7:45
826-5848
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study with

as
learn to their own style.
“It’s important
to find what's

OF ONE

going to work for you,” he said.

“You have to spend a lot of time

at it.”

“THURSTY THURSDAY!
61 PUNTE FOR FOOL SHOOTERS
Jon CleM PRELUOEE
SCHe REtWS
very

he said. “I'll listen to everything

However, there is one

from jazz to Primus to get fo-

of the glass blowing industry that
Bouchard disapproves of.
“I really don’t enjoy the com-

a
Singer
uses several carving tools
in addition to tools he has built.
“I’ve made or adapted tools for

petitive marketit has turnedinto,”
he said. “I’m in this to be an artist
transforming materials, not for
the money.”

certain jobs,” he said. “I’ve used a
record turntable to warm in glass
slowly while shaping vases.”
Singer said lampworkingis bet-

Bernie Singer, owner of Organic Glass in Arcata, has done

ter than anything else he could
think of.

lampworking for 12 years. He
makes
wine glasses, vasesand has
with lamps.

“It’s the kind of thing where
you can get inspired in different

“Wine glasses are my favorite
because thereareno restrictions,”

ways,” he said.

“There’s always something

he said. “There is freedom for a

new to explore.”
Singer
said

lot of variation.”
Singer said he originally went

All THAT on Nickelodeon

aspiring

artist — I’m always critical about

what I’m doing.”
Singer sells his creations
through representatives all over
the country.
“Having

representatives

makes it easier,” he said.

“It gives me more time with
the fire.”
Singer said he has close ties
with

many

other

With Cox Cable, TV goes where your interests lead you.
Follow the Discovery Channel into adventure, catch up with
the world with CNN, enjoy the commercial-free fun of The
Disney Channel (now included with Cox Standard Service) or
you could get a Cox Premium Package and save with HBO,
CINEMAX and SHOWTIME. Call for your installation
appointment today

@me
Cox Standard Service

Installation Is Only $4.95!
Plus get a FREE premium service
until January '97 with Cox Greatest Hits*!

You save up to $65.00!

CALL TODAY!
443-3127
Offer expires 10/12/96.**

*Offer ends 10/12/96.
The Cox HBO/
PAK MAX®
or HBO and one other
service. Premium services include HBO, CINEMAX, SHOWTIME, and
MOVIE CHANNEL.
cable TV fees are in addition to $4.95 installation fee. If equipmentis
to receive cable services, then equipment fees are in addition to $4.95
= Inetallation offer applies only to standard installation/connection on

wy
Sal

we

;

“The lampworking commu-

nity around here is a lot larger
than it was before.”

D)
_

BRETROSP
gf Unreleased

BS re re
hah.

local

lampworkers..
“There’s a society of local
glass blowers I belong to,”
Singer said.

GET SHORTY
on SHOWTIME

COX CABLE TAKES YOU THERE!

Hurry!

Singer said his expectations
are always changing.
“Sometimes
you think a piece
is great, but you find flaws with
itlater,” he said. “Your expecta_ tions grow as you grow as an
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Colored People, the Ameri-

can Civil Liberties Union, the National Organiza-

Brewing Conipany,

tion for Women and the Feminist Majority.
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Pie abe elimination of state and local bureau-

cracy.
Supporters:

Proud? reducers of

Pamela A. Lewis, Attorney General Dan Lungren,
commentator Pat Buchanan, House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., State Sen. Quentin Kopp. and
Rep. Frank Riggs, R-Windsor.
why— They support Prop. 209 because they

_ Steelhead Extra Stout
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:a

retail ‘sales dffice open

Monday thru Saturday:9:a.m. - 5 p.m.
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i ie Blue Lake Industrial Park across
Located in
from Almquist Lumber on Taylor Way

(707) 668-4151

Prognosis: Los Angeles Times polls earlier
in the year showed that about two-thirds of Califor-
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nians support Prop. 209

in the 1964 Civil Rights Act and that it has
was used

Ale

mote diversity in the work place.

card” in an election year to exploit p-eople’s fear.

believe that discrimination is wrong. They believe
do not help achieve a color-blind
that
and sex-blind society.

Pale

Steelhead

They believe that the “Clause C” loophole will
be discriminated against and
allow women to
that the-CCRI weakens existing sex discrimination
laws.
They decry the loss of counseling, tutoring and
mentoring programs that would be canceled ifProp.
209 is passed.
They say politicians are using the CCRI asa “race

UC regent Ward Connerly, Co-Chair of CCRI

Extra

action has done much to assist women and minori-

ties, but that more assistance is necessary to pro-

r Sen. Bob Dole,
who — Presidential
R-Kan., Gov. Pete Wilson, Chairmanof CCRI and

Ine.
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ACUPUNCTU RE
@ AROMATHERAPY
HERBOLOGY

to

gh those tension
(

ond prepare

winter with immune

system- boosting herbs.

dles placedin
strategic spots
on the

body con make
o world
of difference according
» acupuncturists.
The
, which

through the use

lion pope
-The-popular conception of
Wesieftt medicine — invasive,

Asign of this change
of 125 medical schools, including
hns Hopkins, Yale and
now offer courses
in alternative medicine.
Dr. Martin Smukler, who has a

family practice in Arcata, is one of
ians
er
of physic
numb
Sees ditveetappeoech bes!
ing.
“Most doctors think drugs are
the way to go,” Smukler said.
“Most chronic diseases are not

a

Europe and the United States last
century because of its effectiveness in treating
yellow fever, scarlet fever and cholera.

work. They help stimulate the
body to heal,” Smukler
said.
Traditional Western medicine
ae
see Ga
effects different
a
wae disease treated.
Homeopathic treatments work dif-

In fact, Smukler takes issue with

those who describe alternative
medicines as nontraditional.

pathic
mete)
preciso
te
ol What we call traditional

(medicine) may be orthodox, but
what we
has been done
apr
Smukler

Homeopathic treatments cause,

in ovetdose, symptoms similar to
those that the person is experienc:

eee
opathy goes like this Syapmme
represent the body’sshe
adapt and defend itselfagainst
various stresses
or infections. Homeopaths pick substances that have
the capacity to aid the body in this
process.
Homeopaths prescribe medicines
that are given in small doses.
Ho
y is not a new phe-

There has beena historical
split
between Western and holistic
medicine.
As recently as 20 years
ago, the American Medical Asso-

cent
ciation said it was unethical for
members to: even associate with
iropractors.

Recently
there have been signs
of compromise. Last year, the
AMA passeda resolution
that said
its members should “become better informed re
the prac-

has always been interest.”
Smukler’s interest in alternative healing came out ofhis disena
i
ne
rugs not really to

cines. According
toa British Medical Journal report in February of
1991, 81 of 107 controlled clinical

trials showed that homeopathic
medicines had beneficial results.
Interest in alternative medicines

at HSU has also grown. Dr. Diane
Korsower,
a physician
at the Student Health Center, said she has
seen interest fluctuate over the

years.
“Interest swelled coming out of
the 1960s and °70s,” Korsower

said. “It kind of subsided in the
money-grubbing °80s, but there

help a

‘Smukler said.

“They are more concerned with

market share.”
Smukler said he has been involved in alternative
medicine so
long that he’s amused with some
of his fellow doctors.
“It’s kind of funny going to
thesealternative
meetings and see
these new doctors who are all
gung ho about trying these
things,” Smukler said. “But it’s
like, ‘been there nsomgaiagt
—
However, as longas
safe, I think it’s worth trying.”
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The Lumberjack
With the soaring cost of traditional health
care, many people are switching over to
medicinal herbs to treat their ailments and
maintain good health.
Medicinal herbs, which have their roots
in cultures of the East, offer several advan-

tages over their Western counterparts.
“Herbs have been used in medical practices for a few thousand years,” said John

Yamas, who practices oriental medicine privately in Arcata. “They are also more cost

before they start to use them.
“It’s important to know a lot about what

you’re doing,” he said. “Particular herbs

may be good and powerful for one application but bad for another.
“It’s just like exercise,” Yamas said. “If
you don’t do the routines properly, you can

“There are two reasons for this,” he said.

as I gain more knowledge

and é

ence.”
“ee
; Yamas isalsoa state-licensed acuj

turist. He said many people come i

for the herbs.

“As a result of seeing how bene

_ hurt yourself.”
they can be, some people use medi
The majority of Yamas’ herbs come from _ herbs almost exclusively,” he said.

China, and some are from Taiwan.
Moonrise Herbs, whichhas
the la
“All of my herbs go through strict quality _ selection ofmedicinal herbs in Arcat:

effective and gentler on the body than West- _ control toensurethey’resafeandsterile,"he
ern medicine.”
said. “Some of the Chinese ones are proYamas, who uses 300 different Chinese
cessed here.”

herbs in his practice, said interest in medicinal herbs has definitely grown.

ways,” Yamas said. “I alter my teehi

_ Yamas said he was first introduced to
herbs12 years ago when he attended medi_cal school in China.

more than 200 varieties ofherbs in s
“Many herbs get used for teas '
others
are produced into extracts or

_said Sarah O'Leary, owner of Moo
Herbs. “Others are ground up into

sules.”

“More people have seen (herbology)work
“Herbalmedicinewasemphasizedextenfor them and the complications of Western _ sively there,” he said. “When I took my state

O'Leary said herbs that are use
teas, such as peppermint, chamomile,

However, Yamassaidthereareafewthings
people should know about medicinal herbs

popular among customers.
“Echinac
also veryeais
popular bec

. drugs can result in harm down the line.” _—_— medical exam, there were several questions _rice root and nettles, tend to be the.

about herbs on it.
= “I use herbs on a daily basis in different

PRICKING YOUR WAY
TO GOOD HEALTH
By Shanken Masteasen

Kevin LaPorta,
a California li-

Is the thought
of actually paying someone to stick needles into
your body a little unsettling or

far-fetched?

censed acupuncturist
in Eureka,

has been using his skills in Hum-

boldt County for ten years.
He said a variety of people with
a wide spectrum
of ailménts have

been helped byncupanetity
spunctifi

To some, like philosophy
sophomore Stacey Sgamps, it is.
“I just can’t
anc
anyone would waw
9
many needlegg

their

pel

j

;

e been

k

pore

le rece

into thej

ine

a

and more
ent

said.

ting <8
“Even

“It's Not jqmmeople trying to be
hipanymo
pat loggers
and all

lot of evide
puncture, I
subiecting

ju
”

pain,” she

types of palm

you’d never ex-

pect to com

or treatment.

.

sida.

“Te’s

nO

But acupuncture
is greatly dif-

becor

Timd it done

r

gv

and

someone who's

even if they haven't

ferent from the perceptions and _doneit themselves,”
LaPorta said.
misconceptions many people —_ There has also been increased

have about it.

insurance coverage which is

Sarah Scott, anaturalresources _ helpful for many people,as

planning and interpretation se- _ the cost of each treatment

nior, said she was pleased with _usuallyis between $40 and
$55.
her acupuncture experience.
“AtfirstI wasconcernedabout
—_LaPorta said for most

wt

\)
A

the need
but les,
I had heard so _ problemsaminimumoffour
to find
visits are
ee
tee
ment
ruthfully,
it didn’t hurt at all
and I felt alot better after I went,”
she said.

successful,
but

italso depends
on the ailment
and the approach
used to correct it.
The aim of acupuncture is to
treat the whole patient and to re-

store the balance between physi-

last 50 years an increasing number of people in the West have
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H. “I alter my technique
ai,

on

and éxperi-

Senne

ae

experimenting with herbs to see which ones

work,” she said. “Eastern medicine takes a

more specific diagnosis whereas Western
medicine tends to be general.”

seeing how beneficial

a

O’Leary, who opened Moonrise Herbs in
1985, has 15 years ofexperience with herbal

p people use medicinal
sively,” he said.

MASSAGE UNTIES
THE KNOTS

medicines.

8, which has the largest
nal herbs in Arcata, has

*ve studied and apprenticed with sevion herbalists” and attended many semi-

ieties ofherbs in stock.
t used for teas while
ed into extracts or oils,”
» owner of Moonrise

Pe

oe

nars, she said.

The store’s herbs are bought in bulk from

THAT

various sources.
“We get our herbs from local organic
growers in addition to suppliers in Sonoma

ground up into cap-

County and

erbs that are used for

BIND
By Kelly Cook

” she said.

O’Leary said herbal medicines tend to be
cheaper than their prescription equivalents.

chamomile, lico-

es, tend to be the most

tomers.
D very popular because

1%

Sete,

“Since the beginning, people have been

tate-licehsed acupuncny people come in just

int,

Re

fteralong, hard day of work, there’s

sa

nothing better than feeling so calm

o>

that your muscles melt into your skin at the
ultimate peak of relaxation.
A massage can be very relaxing for some
and healing for others.
Massage is one of the oldest forms of therapeutic treatment and is given for a variety of reasons including injury,
relaxation, chronic fatigue and pain. Ancient Hindu-Chi-

Regulates and

stimulates the
body’s natural

nese writings refer to massage as a part of early medical
practices.
Roger Sutterfield,
a certified massage practitionerat Plaza
Chiropracticand Massage Therapy, said everybody should
get a massage at least once a month.
“People would be surprised how much better it makes

o..

healing energy
by inserting fine

their life,” Sutterfield said. “It makes their whole world

needies into
_

more positive and gives them a better train of thought.
“Business owners know that if they’re not thinking on
their feet, they lose money and a massage is a good way to

Specific points

“on the body.

clear their mind,” he said.

Massages vary in price depending on their length and
who administers them. For halfanhour they start at $25 and
go up to $80 for two hours.
A relaxation massage relieves the muscles of stress and

tension and also improves blood circulation. Long, kneading strokes are used, as well as friction techniques for

different muscles.
The basic deep-tissue massage applies pressure across
the surface of the skin through slow strokes on spasm areas.
It is applied to any part of the body the recipient requests.
Lotion or oil is commonly used for a smoother massage and
to keep skin irritation to a minimum. Deep-tissue massages
are often used for relaxation purposes as well as for pain

relief.

“Massages release the tension in my shoulders and make
my whole body feel calm,” said Becky Lee, an Arcata

resident who gets cnangneian
frequently. “My favorite typeof *
is the basic deep-

because
it gets all

of the kinks out of my eeadlenateehend i gives mea
clear piece
of mind.
“I do it as a present to myself for all the hard work I do,”
Lee said
Sports massages can be done as pre- or post-event. They :

are deep and specific to certain musclesor muscle groups.
TipteasiesUloed cheuleleseswilasedinend stretch
the muscles.
A polarity massage applies different strokes to a series of
different pressure points. Every month, different points are
VA
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The Lumberjack
point

tissue layer that embodies the cells,

tly under the skin to relieve the
worked on. After a few months
have gone by and all the points _ tension. As opposed to polarity,
theaccupressuremassageonlyinthe tense
have
areas associated with the polarity _ volves working on one main poin

—_an injury. When muscles get fa_tigued and sore this can also be a
— good method to use.
“It’s phenomenal how fast I see

Mya-facial is a technique used
to make muting notes
to reach all the way down to the
sic,” Sutterfield said.
Accupressure involves apply- _ cell level. The facia, which is the

_said. “Seeing so many wonderful
results makes my job so much more
worthwhile.”

pressure on one

ing

Massage

specific

scilansiinadant seaman talae

* Contiawed from page 21

points are relaxed. “It’s like put-

ata time.

there’s
s whenes
hardenfi
and di
soli

my patients feel better,” Sutterfield

;

Acupuncture
of the individual.

Acupuncture is an ancient system of healing that has developed

over thousands of years as part of
the traditional medicine of China,

Japanand other Eastern countries.
The practice is thought to have
begun with the discovery that the
stimulation of specific areas on the
skin affect the functioning of certain bodily organs.
John Yamas, O.M.D. (doctor of
Oriental Medicine), of Arcata has
been practicing acupuncture since

Herbology
* Continved
from poge 21

1984 when he left a psychological

books, magazines, trying herbs for

“Most herbs are relatively inexpensive,” she said. “It depends on
the particular
herb, but using herbs

sts.”
herbalis
lve
and visiting
themse

for preventative health maintenance.”
oO”
said he is convinced
interest in herbal medicine has

reference
many se
stocksri
Moon

in general is an inexpensive way

wn.

“People are becoming more in-

terested in herbs because of the
soaring cost of medical care,” she
said. “Many have been reading

However, O'Leary said certain

precautions need to be taken before a person starts taking herbs.

guides to aid in researching specific herbs and uses.
“Some people have certain medical conditions which herbs can

worsen,” she said. “I advise that

people study some of the many
books available on herbs before

they start experimenting.”

counseling practice to concentrate
on Asian medicine.
He says acupuncture therapy
restores and maintains health by

the insertion of fine needles into
i
ints” just below the
of an individual’s natural

morphine-like substances that
modulate pain and create plea-

When the flow of energy is ei-

°Continsed from page 20

heali

energy called Qi (pronounced
chee).

These points
are grouped along

specific pathways, or meridians,
that cross the body. Healthis main-

tained if the body's energy flows

therabsent, deficient, interrupted,
excessive or blocked in an area,
illness or pain often results, he

sure,” he said.

pracute
Yamas does not refthe
tice and practicality of Western

said.

medicine, but he saidhe feels that

Acupuncture stimulates the appropriate points along the pathways to release and regulate the
disrupted energy, improving cir-

Asian medicine has a legitimate
placein medical treatmentas well,

and it should not be overlooked.
Scott agreed with Yamas.
She said she understands the
usefulness of both medical systems because she has benefited
from both.
a complex surgery,
“IfI needed

culation and allowing the body to
heal itself faster and more completely.
“I treat so many different types
of problems,” LaPorta said. “For

acupun
I ctu
would sayre,
the main
problems are muscle or skeletal

I would want to have the technol-

ogy Western medicine provides

related, like the neck, back or

to make sure I came through it

joints.”

with no complications,” she said.

Most of his patients have been

“But for general health mainte-

comfortable with the process, but

nance, I will go to a doctor of
give mea
can ne
whoci
Asian medi
natural and holistic treatment —

“pain is very subjective,” he said,
and efforts are made to alleviate

any anxiety a patient might have.
- “I would say most people
dan’t
feel
asiythin , some feel moré of a
sensation than others,” LaPorta
said.
“Once the needles are in, they

often induce people to go to sleep
right there on the table. The
needles stimulate the secretion of
endorphins and other natural

ee

just deeen toe she said.

Yamas said he urges people who

are undecided about the validity
of Asian medicine to evaluate the
system openly and not try to use
direct comperiecge nt feo

iscount the evidence

that supports Asian methods.

822-5991
Valley West Shopping Center -Guinotli Lane Exit

Evora will

bring the

regional
music of Sao
Vincent to
HSU

Monday.
See page 26
PHOTO COURTESY OF EMPHANY ARTISTS.

Deb Nation draws influences from Jemelcen, Alricon and Eeropen reggee. The inka inka spin off will perform at Hefe’s in Eureka, Friday night ot 9:30.

Driven by unity

Dub Nation strives to waken minds —
player
Frank Caruso.
“Reggae
is a type of music

a

and take note of how they

that’s universal and meant
oe
eee

The pursuit ofunifying all
is what drives Dub
ation’s music,
band founder

ing

to
and bass

pee,
single
The
great
grat
os Tescee

Sa
causes someone to sit back

§§ “Exotic comedian’ Marga Gomez explores her relationship

with her mother in “Memory Tricks” Friday night.
Op Outd iow
sce

Clammen wil eoovin 1284 Feidey sight, lninging Wee one-woman chow called
“Memory Tricks.”

Born to a Puerto Rican exotic dancer and a Cuban comedian, Gomez thinks of herself

as an exotic comedian. Gomes's theatrical monologue explores her relationship with her
mother, whom she describes as “an incredible femme fatal.”

bad move — and then
“She divorced my father and married some other guy —adefinite

runs off to Paris,” Gomes sai ina telephone interview from New York.

The play deals with the different phases Gomez experienced while trying to connect
of mom, twenty-something Marga’s
memories
with her mother, i
with her mother.
's current
attempts to locate her in Paris and the
who has
irl mother,
But life hasn't always been the same for Gomez's
been suffering from Alzheimer’s disease. She is now being cared for in a San Francisco
nursing home, unable to communicate or move, Gomes said.

“Do ing the show has helped me cope with my mother’s disease. It allows me to re-create

wept she was healthy,” Gomes said.
“Memory Tricks” was created in 1991.
.

geass

just
zon,” he

on the hori. “I went to

many concerts but didn’t

really get absorbed into the
music ee
after high
school.”
After paniasing
Inka’s last two

Caruso became involved
with song writing and re-

fined
his bass
playi
“I started playing with
some members
of Inka Inka
and we gradually added

Inka

more musicians until the

albums,

Soo Dab Maties,
page 28

‘The Substitute’

Been there, done that
* Memes

comes, a substitute
and bring
Se asdenauheaiamioos
and terrorize
the school.
After becoming
the new “tough

“The Substitute” (R)

guy in the school,” he discovers

wk

who is behind the drug market in
the area. He only needs to talk with
his mercenary
friends to make the
halls of Columbus high school a

You have seen this movie
many times: A very dangerous high school with a lot of
dangerous and dumb students, a good professor and a lot of violence. Basically nothing new.
Shale (Tom Berenger) is a mercenary
who, after his girlfriend has some trouble
with her students (they broke her leg), be-

Little Vietnam, with a lot of action

and bazookas and AK-47s included.
“The Substitute”
is for one of those days
that you don’t have anything
better to do
and want to see some action on the screen —
even something
as stupid and unnecessary
as this movie’s violence.

(Tom Gorsager) edvits aand kaye &: “The Sobeitete.”

‘Mulholland Falls’ falls short of credibility
backs that make it just a
good movie and nothing

Sy Goatees
LUMBERJACK STAFF

more.

“Mulholland Falls” (R)
MGM
kkk

It is based on the story of
a police squad in Los Angeles during the ’50s.

Falls” should be a great

Nolte is the leader of the
“Hat Squad” and he thinks
that it is the law in L.A.
After finding the bodyof
awoman
with whom he had
an affair, the murder investigation leads him to dis-

movie, but it has some draw-

cover that there are impor-

Nick

Nolte,

Melanie

Griffith, Chazz Palminteri,
Michael Madsen, Chris Penn,

John Mallkovich ... with a
cast like this “Mulholland

mC eta

WW PTE
tit

Neate
AAA

ROR
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lmeas

SATOh

WSL,

real star is Palminteri, who
isacrazy
cop under psychoanalysis treatment
to stop his
violent temper.

“Mulholland Falls” is a
good movie, with energy
and good action, but it is a
little incredible at times.

Itis hard for me to believe
that a policeman can fight

against the FBI, the Army

VELVET
The

a

OL A)

men involved.
Nolte does a great job in

aattaa

ballet

Vening

Of

and almost everybody by
himself. Maybe it is just
because, as Nick Nolte
said “This is not the
United States, this is
L.A.”
But the movie
also has

some good moments, so
is not that bad. It is just a
sorrow that bad boy
Michael Madsen
has such
a small role in it. It would
be better with some more
of his action.
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The tscmiboufercik

Wednesday,
Oct. 9, 1996

The
intriqued me becaue
of the eile doa ae ee,

The craft of directing,
for Peggy
M

nected through the door”

like “magic.”
tenn
5
a

phe

mia , mystery,

“Communicating

The balcony scene is a favorite of
the audience. Without giving away
toomany details,
described

Doors,” per-

formed by the Ferndale Repertory

elements in its latest produc-

tion.
“Communicating
Doors’ sews

Menge

the scene
as “a wild hanging out
of windows, near death

xy
>

different genres together,” said director

deconghr
doors comedy”

describes the pla y as a “running around

The play is setin a London hotel room over a period
of 40 years, from 1974 to 2014.
The play’s characters, which include
a dominatrix

et
ee
ee
the hotel’s connecting door solving and preventing
murders.
ets y, when called to a man’s hotel room to witsigning a confession of his crimes (mostly
murders) committed in the room, becomes his next
intended victim.
Poopay makes her escape through the connecting
Sanat travels
back through time. In the past, she

meets two other women who are also the man’s in-

Metzger, who graduated
from HSU in 1993, has
been directing for eight years.
icating Doors” is the fifth production
that Metzger has directed
with the Ferndale Repertory Theatre.

[im

ae) a ‘METRO
COS

4

productions of “Sleuths” and “The Crucible.”

“Ilove thecraft
of creating theater; it’s like magic,”

Metzger said.
“Communicating Doors” runs
Oct. 19.
Performances are Thursday through Saturday evenings at 8:15.

TAPES

THE METRO HAS IT ALL
*MAJOR NEW RELEASES ON SALE FOR 2 WEEKS
“LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW CDs IN THE AREA
“SPECIAL
ORDERS - no extra charge

*FRIENDLY SERVICE
“TERRIFIC SELECTION OF USED CDs
*BUY, SELL, TRADE USED CDs
*TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR MOST LOCAL SHOWS

COMPUTERIZED
MUSIC LOOK-UP
SYSTEM
THE METRO

etzger also directed the Ferndale Repertory

AOD

"e
M

oa

?

CDs & TAPES

868 G STREET
ON THE PLAZA * ARCATA
822-9015 * OPEN EVERY DAY

eeeeeeeoooeeoees

There will be two afternoon matinees, Oct. 13
and 19 at 2:15.

tended victims.
Tickets are $11 general admission, $9 for stu~~~Fhe
three women conceive a plot that will stop the ~ dents and seniors.

The Rathskeller
AT THE EUREKA INN
Import & Domestics Beers © Yards of Ale
Live Music Friday & Saturday Nights
(No Cover Charge)

Wednesday & Thursday © 5:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Friday & Saturday ¢ 5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Closed Sunday, Monday & Tuesday

thejack@axe.humboldt. edu
whet’
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Play combines comedy, thrills
ben Ym
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A running through doors’ comedy
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Tee bemisorjesi
Evora to perform music of Sao Vincent

ANNIVERSARIES

Canaria Boars Best

DANCES, RECITALS,
PARTIES, REUNIONS,
MEETINGS. & CLASSES. f

707 822-1070

a

;
brings the “morna.”
World music performer Cesaria Evora is widely known as “The

——

Seinen

F
bee

@ From the coast of Senegal, Cesaria Evora

es

with thedisadvantages women and children ofher country’s streets.

“®

A

Born and raised on the Cape Verde island of Sao Vincent, off the

“ae

FAX: 707 826-9581 }2

1575 L ST. @ P.O. BOX 1194 @ARCATA, CA 95518

Barefoot Diva” in reference to her stage style — a sign of solidarity

4

coast of Senegal, Evora will bring her style of world music, the
morna,” a slow, rhythmic song form expressing nostalgia, love,

Ci

Evora, performing since the 1950s, became known as

a

sadness and longing, to the Kate Buchanan Room Monday at 8
p.m.

~~

Now Serving
Lunch Again!

_#

» — the “Queen of Morna” in her home town of Mindelo.

From 1988to 1991, she released three albums, but it was
her forth album in 1992, “Miss Perfumado,” that brought
Evora fame at age 52.

Sa

Hernewest album, self-titled, recreates the atmo-

sphere of Cape Verdean nights with her vocals,
lyrics and an array of acoustic instruments
including multiple guitars, violin, accordian
and clarinet. The album has topped the
world music charts.

Weekdays
.

ene

S.
Pe,

Tickets for the Monday night

Monday-Friday

$17 general and
show $13are students.

11:30-1:30p.m.

Call for
reservations

826-2345

Jacoby's
Storehouse,
Arcata

FEATURING

STARTING
SEE
IT FOREOR
alas a ane

12

WELL DRINKS - $1.25 Pragressivel

vodka, gin, tequila, whiskey, brandy, rum, scetch
8 pm - © pm $1.25 ¢ 6 pm - 10 pm $1.50

Ne

10 pm - 11 pm $1.76 © 11 pen - Midnight $2.60

SATURDAY
Mp-tiog Dancing @ 9 pax
Featuring BJ-1 Tee!

Wy (INCI
7

v

806 progressive
10 beers on tapi

(Seen te be 165i)

|

865 Sth st

1/2 tere
margaritas

Alabama

Slammers

Purpie Hooters

622-2302

=

Arcata

- - No.one under 214 Please don!.drink & drive!

The Lembber}eedc

Wednesdey.02.9,1%

27
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Not your basic Holly wood sob story
@ Artist Jean-Michael Basquiat's self-destructive
life portrayed matter-of-factly in “Basquiat.”
artist Jean-Michel Basquiat to be

Wright)
asa young graffiti artist in

manufactured
as a sob
story ofthe young artist’s
demise (much like Oliver Stone’s
Jim Morrison Portrayal in “The
Doors”).
-

love, dabbling
in drugs and befriending art guru Andy Warhol
(David Bowie) alonaea
Jeffery Wright p
well, but David Bowie on ‘a

snatched up by some hot Hollywood producer and

By Tithe Stalder

the 1980s who becomes the new
darling of the art world, finding

show.

be in
to the powers that
_ Thanks

[UMBERIACK STAFF

Tinsel Town, such is not the case

He makes the often hard to in-

with Julian Schnabel’s“Basquiat,” _ terpret Warhol likable
by bringing
who is
character
a
in
humor
out
Whileothermediahavecertainly

“Basquiat” (R)

Saks

,

Eiiiitisssue

alien

eae

played up the tragic angle of

often portrayed as spaced out or

Graffiti artist Jean-Michel Basquiat works in his studio in Julian Schnabel’s

Basquiat’s life, writer/director

snobby.

“Basquiat,” now playing.

Julian Schnabel, also a New York

= Parker Posey plays her signa-

who shimmied herself Basquiat’s

In this day and age, when JFK
Jr.’s wedding ceremony draws

artist, tells the story atamorehonest level.
= Withablockbustercast,includ-

ture white-prima donna-with-atti- way.
tude role to a tee.
The greatest aspect ofthefilmis
| Courtney Love also makes an _ that often overplayed issues such

more interest than the increased
turmoilat the Gaza Strip, itseems
inevitable for the story of plagued

ingGaryOldman,DennisHopper
and
Christopher
Walken,
Schnabel shows Basquiat (Jeffrey

appearance (What hip new flick
isn’t Love a part of nes days?)
representing one of the groupies

of HSU?

The "McDonalds-ization"

_|CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz wants the CSU |
|system to join together with private corporations
to help pay for the costs of running the system.
- Don't want Taco Bell in Arcata?

would you like them running HSU?

Mew

~~ / The California Students Association (CSSA) works on
} YOUR behalf to prevent changes like this. Their monthly
campus.
the HSUend
on eek
' -uggeeting takes place this‘w
heard! Call 826-4221 for info.
Come and make yourself

New and Improved!!!

Props, snaps and all that jive go
to Schnabel for bypassing the ob—_vious, sexy route and delivering
audiences a film that gives a fair
_and intriguing representation of a
_ multi-dimensional Basquiat.
. SENN yUU 40 INO F aueYy , JUePUedepU), UBIeI04

as thebreakup ofarelationship,or
drug use (...or heck, dating Madonna), are presented ina matter-

_of-fact manner.

Not Your Average Video Store...
We feature a unique selection of films that
you won't find anywhere else, in addition to
a complete selection of contemporary
hits...

AL OGG . ON Wy

Kkkekkk

Rock, Reggae & Jazz Videos * Quality Documentaries * Hong Kong Action*

Miramax Pictures
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Stuffed Tofu Turkeys

an
© Vegan & VegetariMeats

Choice of Dressing & Sizes
10% Discount for Early Orders Placed by Nov. 10th

@ Catering and Take Out

” Facilities Available for Private Parties or Catered Events
©

©
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Marga
° Continued
from page 23
point where we splintered off into our own
band,” he said. “Dub
Nationis a side project

“I¢ started out as just
something for me to do, but

then people started coming
to

ae
Dub Nation's music

eee
maican reggae

the

Gomez said, referring to the
play and its impressive fiveyear running s
“Memory Tricks” first
opened in April of 1991 at
the Marsh Performing
Space

y hi

Spear, Bob Marley), Eu-

ropean reggae (Pato
Banton, Steel cen and
African
e (Alpha

out weeks. Since then,
Marga has performed her
tragicomedy. all over the
country, while “trying to
avoid Iowa.”
However, she did admit

to playing one show in that
state.

She has performed at
many Bay Area events including Carnival, Comedy
Day at Golden Gate Park,

The Black and White Ball

and Bill Graham Presents—

In Concert Against AIDS.

She was awarded the Cabaret Gold Award as “Entertainer of the Year” in 1988.
Gomez attributes the

of

5th
ae

me tell you, there
was alot of

booty-shaking going ontback

then.”

~ While in San Francisco,

Gomezauditioned for Lilith,
a feminist theater ensemble.

in San Francisco, where it
ran for six consecutive, sold-

ky Doobie). —

Corner

just
years be
AIDS was discovered. Let

performances,”

&

F
an

Sts

She landed a spot in the cast
and, asan actress, writerand

performance’s popularity
and longevity to its univer-

scenery carrier, toured ex-

“(The play) is about finding life. About forgiveness,”

three years.
Gomez plans to delve

sal themes.

she said. “After you hit your
30s, you begin seeing _
parents in yourself andyo
start freaking out.
“A lot of people return to

see the show with their moth-

ers,” she said. “It’s a personal piece with a jumpingoff point.”
The theme of the play is
one of forgiveness and reconciliation, Gomez said.

“My parents freaked when

tensively throughout Europe and the West Coast for
deeper into acting in the future, which include parts for
television and film. She is

stillinterested in writing, but
plans to do that “in the wee

hours” of the morning more
for entertainment than for

providing an income.
Theshow beginsat 8 p.m.
Friday,
inthe Kate Buchanan
Room on the HSU campus.

Tickets
are $15 general, $10
students and seniors.

Eureka
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All
in the family
Football coach’s mother brings luck to son, safety to children
by Ment Neugence
SPORTS EDITOR —
Almost 40 yearsagoJohnie
Whitmire
shining her son’s shoes and
HSU’s football team began to win.
Whitmire’s shoe-shining tradition

spanned two seasons and 20 games,
during which time her son, current
head football Coach Fred Whitmire,
led his team to 20 consecutive
wins as
the *Jacks’ quarterback.
“She said, ‘I’m going to shine your

shoes and bring you some luck,” Fred
Whitmire said.
As “luck” would

have it, Fred

Whitmire didn’t bring his shoes home
before the team left for the 1960 Holiday Bow! in St. Petersburg, Fla., for a

chance at a perfect season and the national championship. The team lost to
Lenoir-Rhyne in the game, 15-14.
“To this day my mom still feels that
was the reason (why we lost),” Fred
Whitmire said.
Whitmire said he has never wanted
to give the impression he is supersti-

SHEFFIELD/

School in Envake while heaping thom sais af lea samo tise.

family thing.”

sonality,” Wayne Whitmire, 80, said.

mother
of coach

Gossard said Johnie Whitmire is a

special part of the school’s community.

See Whitmire,
page 32

coach not to get into that frame of

than a crossing guord.
It’s kind of like a

“It shows how wrong a husband can
be.”
As family members and others maintain, the job has fit Johnie Whitmire to
a tee. She has seen children grow up,
graduate from college and get married.
“I’ve been invited to a lot of weddings,” she said. “One girl I used to
take across has kids that I cross now.
“I think ’'m more than a crossing
guard. It’s kind if like a family thing.”
Marshall Elementary Principal Paul

crossing guard for thelast 25 years, and
his father, a retired police officer.

know many coaches who are very superstitious. I’ve always told myselfas a

Says?

“I think
I'm more

taking the job because of the hazards
and what turned out to be misguided
beliefs.
“I didn’t think it would fit her per-

might have inherited his

“I'm not.superstitious but, as I tell
people, I’m just cautious,” he said. “I

Who

tion. He originally didn’t want his wife

“She’s one of those people who
genuinely loves kids,” he said. “She’s
always interacting with the kids in a
really positive manner.
“The staff members see her as a
colleague and a friend.”
Johnie Whitmire said she prides
herself on her understanding of children.

tious.

“Jabte Whiteniee bes developed relationships with the children of Marshall Elementary

Johnie Whitmire, 78, became a
crossing guard at Marshall Elementary School in Eureka when her husband informed her of the open posi-

“1 didn't
think (the
job) would
fit her
personality.
It shows
how wrong
a husband
can be.”
Wayne Whitmire

father
of cooch

“I can tell when a kid needs a hug,”

Clubs carve own niche in world of HSU sports
This semester,
the club has 22

oe aici
slice
fencing
and wrestling,
cs ge dn 1 ce be

eee

Fi

played before.

with the club for three years.

penne

HSU"

oe

ae

-

a
iy badge,
ld
ange
and
be
between clubs,” he said.

members. Originally, 35 people
tried out.

“This is the first semester since
I've been around

here that we had
tocut,”
Hers said.
A number of
veterans returned
this
— season.

Among
the return-

the team to come out to
In the past, the club has even

baseball, men’s volleyball and

Walters.
Sheridan wasan
all-North
West Club AthleticCon-

r

Herz said having Olsen as a
coach

RYAN MAYFIELD
disc club co-captain

men’s crew.
One ofthe more
clubsis
baseball,
which is active in both

- semester.
Walters and Herz were

had members who were former
minor league players. Herz said
one of the advantages
the club has

Peter Herz, an
i
nior, is the
ler tess
ball club. He has been involved

conference honorable mentions.
“We havea lot of different levels
of talent,” Herz said. “We have
some who have almost never

ta lyr
cg
py
more than
Thi i the Gt yet for Coach

rae

in

game.””

serves about 350 to 450 students.

the spring and fall semesters.

said. “He’s provided
a lot of ideas

“There's a T-shirt that goes something like this:
‘The wonderful thing about ultimate Frisbee is
that ultimate Frisbee is such a wonderful

ers were center
fielder Clayton
Sheridan
and
shortstop Eddie

Brown said his department

“We take just the best. But we
Pp Ry 2 ar pepe

Chad Olsen of Eureka.
“He’s a baseball brain,” Herz

ference (NWCAC) selection last

reel! Vigetl dre
SR HR

over intercollegiate programs

raster relly eesevel,

ER
tnt tn men or

e

has

im-

proved the club.
“It’s been basi-

cally a fun club.
We do some extracurricular

things. We do
some partying,”
he said. “But with
a new coach, we
have a new focus.”
In the fall, the

baseball club playsalimited schedule. The club is very active in the
spring, when it competes in the

NWCAC, which starts in late FebRain has caused havoc with

scheduling in the past. Last year,

the team had 25
es on the
schedule, but only ended up play-

ing 15. In early

spring,

the club

tries to schedule
as many road trips
as it can to avoid being rained out.
People who wish tojoin the club

must sign up for a baseball class.

There are no club dues in the fall,
however team members must buy
uniforms at a cost of $50.
In the spring, ifneeded, the club
asks for dues. Herz said he is hoping that he will not have to collect
dues in the spring.
Another popular club is the disc
club, which plays ultimate Frisbee.
For the uninitiated, ultimate
Frisbee is played ona 75-yard long
field, and resembles a cross between football and soccer, with a

Frisbee replacing a ball.
“It’s a great game,” said Ryan

See Cubs,
page 32
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@ CHANCES ARE
Singles network
October Special
Ladies under 30 1/2 price Parties. and Dinners
You choose from hundreds Confidential

Call Margie 626-9373 or 800-559-2227
for tree info pack no Hidden Costs.

ALL
GREGORY

Do You Need Financial
Aid
Introducing the only 3.5° IBM diskette
with over 350 organizations
ready to
award 6,000 scholarships, fellowships &
grants. $500 -$15,000!
These awards are
avaliable to anyone attending any
University/C: ‘allege. Study for careers in

PACKS

910.5x180
4

$109

DENTISTRY) Hore

$119

accounting

-

3

TNT, 432, Bos 751082,Hou TX, 77273

20 to 40% Off
All internal frame§

te

DRY

410.5% 165

sale pce

and rucksacks are
j

sa Men’s & Women’s Storm Parka $210

$120

2 Men‘s & Women’s

$85

Eiger Pants

$170

‘ced!

Fey

4 Triple Point
|

Ceramic Anoraks

Wools, Wool Blends,
ick Drys, Boot Socks,

|

w

Hiking Socks
Sale Price

$3*, $3”,

$4”, $5”

alues to $10! ff

‘NORTHERN
MOUNTAIN SUPPLY
5th & Commercial ¢ Eureka ° 445-1711
Monday- Satur9:30
day
A.M. to 7 P.M. ° Sun
10 day
A.M. to 5 P.M.

SINCE 1974
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Limited to stock on hand «SUE

F

against Hayward State today at
2 p.m., at Sonoma State on Fri-

day and at San Francisco State
on Sunday.

Cross country
performs well
Francisco Rubalcava led the

eee tated in stone

ing a goal that was taken
away by an offsides call.

attendance at today’s women’s
soccer game against Hayward

'

£ 19:13 a five-kil
ee
. 1 mil Leno -

HSU is ranked 18th in the (@-1omile) contse. lass was

he's being paid.
all fans in million
¢ Asa promotion,

ae

nation in the latest poll.
The ‘Jacks play at home

poge 34
See Clips,

5
5
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Seo Chigs, page 33

il

home runs during the ALCS
and World Series for the $9.2
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ae
in the game, but the Aggies (9- PO
. by Md eee
pac
413th,
the
in
later
scored
4-0-1)
2-1,
first half while the "Jacks were ats eet

good.
35, Juniata 28.
e I think Cecil Fielder had
¢ Boy do I feel sorry for
hit about .750 with 50
better
_
to
having
for
Alomar
Roberto
crap from NewYork
putupwith
fans ... NOT!

Rubel cence

5

goal by Terra Primaveracarly
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* Only two fall sport teams
© Obscure college football
score of the week (besides UC _ have yet to lose their top play-

The "Jacks (5-2-3 overall, 11-1 NCAC) scored first ona

soccer field Saturday, 2-2.

school with 7,700 students.

itemnaeeamtited

;
i

Liz Ortiz scored with two
minutesleftinthe secondovertime as the Jacks tied 13thranked UC Davis at the HSU

aa re

&§

other hand, whenaschool has
make neat patterns.
e I'd like to thank the fog for
22,000 students to choose its
to roll in during the teams from (i.e. UC Davis),
attempting
beat up on a
me from they SHOULD
and preventing

watching the debacle.

Div

sion | ——

Davis

ably painful to watch. On the
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© When the sun shines onthe football game was unbeliev-
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the flock

likes to

happens Sunday Nights at 7:30 P.M. at Trinity

as everyone else.

Baptist Church 2450 Al-

A campus shuttle will pick you up at the bottom of the “J” at

Campus Crusade for Christ

POWERED

“Ofall the kids I’ve dealt with

sectoral temay; | (am mgmt
_his football activities. His par-

thing about ultimate Frisbee is that

ents attended

ultimate Frisbee is such a wonder-

almost every-

ful game.’

game while he was a player.

“Asa player, you were very

“You; just can’t beat the

.

play,” Mayfield said.

It’sa

aware (of family members in |

said.“Outof23years,I’'veonly

_the stands),” he said.

His mother has changed her

together run the club. Mayfield

office.”

shoe-shining tradition to a kiss

said the club has about 35 to 40

The plethora of good chil-

before each game, he said. She

members.

has kept her coming back
dren

also bakes her son a batch of

Like baseball, the disc club's

for all these years, she said.

chocolate chip cookies before

starts in the spring. The

“[ don’t need the job,” she _ every trip, a tradition popular

coed in the fall. In the spring
clubis

with other coaches, he said.
“She has a way of having an
impact on people,” he said.

the club splits into men’s and
women’s teams.
In the fall, the club’s biggest

said. “I just love it.”
The Whitmires’ support has
not been limited to the chil-
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an engineering
woke
dis oa.
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sre'ea T-shirt that goes some“There’
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I've never met abad one,” she
sent one kid to the principal’s

a ministry of
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and crime rates among youths

...a place for our generation.
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notasworriedaboutrisingdrug

We always have GREAT MUSIC and a DOWN TO EARTH message. It
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however. Fred Whitmire said
tohug
_ his parents, whohave beenmarshe said.“Itakethetime
ried more than 59 years, have
them.”
their support for
always shown
Johnie Whitmire said she is
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County and five area teams, in-

one from
cludingtwo HSU teams,

College ofthe Redwoods, another

at Saturday’s hee loss to UC

from Arcata High School and a
team made up of disc players from
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‘ack
forthe
defeat
of
i
they lost to St. Mary’s by the same

in
plays
the
club
spring,
the
In
the Ultimate Player Association

13 games.
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esabout

margin in 1992.
e Back-up fullback Tom
Armstrong may have suffered car-

Desnsieertain alte sihatkensdior-

on aes
Bebe

Humboldt.

¢ Last year’s conference player
of the year, Junior Jenn Lundeen,

(UPA).
* uwrerre highly competitive,”
teamslike
said. “We playld
Mayfie

Barbara...
and Santa rd
a medical stanfo
with
vig ct
problem unrelated to athletics.
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© Quarterback Chris Shipe un-

derwent surgery on his separated

shoulder Monday evening. His sta-
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Athiete of the Week

© Contla
fromned
page 21
¢ Baseball fans everywhere are asking one ques-

|

;

i Jyshun

tion: Who plays for the St.

Liz Ortiz,

"Te ca 5 Woerfel is el
Beshear

Soccer
egey”
S

Year:

and Notre Dame in the eyes

Football

of the pollsters.

¢ Then again, Northwestern is still ranked below

°

Michigan despite the Wild-

Hometown: Pittsburg

San Carlos

:

cats’ win. Somebody is defi-

nitely smoking crack.

Year: Senior

Sophomore

Position:

State’s wins over Penn State

D

Hometown:

Position:

F orward

- Accomplishments: Ortiz scored the

¢ George Steinbrenner

isn’t as funny in real life as he

Left End

is on “Seinfeld.”

Accomplishments: Beshears was the

Read Wood
Sherine
a

tying goal in Saturday’s overtime tie | | lone bright spot in the ‘Jacks’ 50-13

UC Davis on Saturday. He had

against UC Davis, the fifth-ranked team | | loss to

Ohio

than

more

worth

S,

in Division II. She leads the team and is | | 10 tackles, six of them for a loss, and

Lumberjack
every week.

tied for fourth in the conference with 11 | | four quarterback sacks to earn honors
as the NCAC Defensive Player of the
points this season.
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LUMBERJACK'S NFL PICKS
Matt Mark DaveP. Jackson Mareiyn
GB

A full women’s
team and part

of the men’s team will head to
the San Francisco Invitational
in Golden Gate Park on Satur-

Chi/NO
Cin.
/ Pitt.
Hou. /Atl.
Mia. /Buff.

Balt. /Ind.

i

Ind

Football hammered
by UC Davis

Volleyball loses

aged just 133 yards of offense
as it lost, 50-13, athometo UC
Davis on Saturday.
The ‘Jacks will remain at

home Saturday to play winless

Locker
© Contiaved
from page $2

Sonoma State.
the *Jacks are still ranked behind
UC Davis, who they tied, North-

ern Colorado, who they tied, and

e Joining the growing list
of HSU injuries, top scorer

Armando Avila is out indefinitely with a separated shoul-

der
¢ Marcus Leyvais also still

out with injuries.

Regis, who they beat.
© Goalkeeper Julie Raup continues to pace the conference with a
goals-against average of 0.58.
¢ Coach Kim Benson said she
hopes today’s game against
Hayward will be out of reach for
the Pioneers after only 20 minutes.
The last game the ‘Jacks played
against Hayward was on Sept. 29,

an 8-0 drubbing of the Pioneers.
¢ The ‘Jacks continue
to be un-

touched by the injury bug that has
swept other teams of late.
¢ Despite the team’s recent
success in the national polls,

Ever.

notice
how many
people
read The
Lumberjack?
Yes

e

Well
there’s
one in
your hand
right now

see?
You’re

cool.

¢ The ’Jacks fell one spot in
the regional polls to fourth this

week after finishing behind UC

travel to Sonoma State on Fri-

day and to San Francisco State
on Sunday.

The football
team (2-2) man-

Balt

The team fell to 4-5-2 overall,
1-2-1 in conference.
The ‘Jacks

day.

Minn. /TB
Jets/Jax.
Stl./ Car.
Wash. /NE
Det. /Oak,
Phi. /Giants

men’s soccer team lost to
State last W
and
Davis on Saturday,
both
scores.
-

Men’s soccer loses
twice

Lundeen, matches
Playing without ailing star
Jenn Lundeen, the vo

team lost in straight games at
Chico State last Friday and at
UC Davis on
;
The "Jacks (7-15, 1-2) play a
pair of matches at home this
weekend:
aginst San Francisco
State on Friday and College of
Notre Dame on Saturday.

Riverside at Stanford. Three

teams from the region qualify
for the national championships
in November.

¢ Only 50 seconds separated
the first and fifth runners at
Stanford.
¢ Head Coach Dave Wells

lhorget Butkus.
Forget Berman
Get your NEI

was named the Western Region Women’s Coach of the

tae

Month for September by the
NCAA Division II Cross
Country Coaches Association.

every

marae

men

alan

week

4

GB

Ariz. /Dallas

The
Chico
to UC
by 3-1

@D

GB

ners.
The women’s
team is ranked
10th in Division
II.

ew
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SF/GB
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One Card is one dumb idea
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a olay Suit

f cnvsoned in

ae closér to achieving the nightmare world George

hime
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Se

HSU will be

developedd and introduced to the student
Ifthe One Cardisdevelope

2a

—

in slat cit don nt ak
capacity to recognise that this ca (ach, tn eddition to
serving as a student I.D., weld deo ahve ors ne
card and bank debit card, among other
distance
- teciamaaacacmerim mean nabs inating

Any person or corporation whichhar acces tothe information imbeddedinthe card
ee
merictcnl
know
where students
toni
sn
compeutins
ie would eed difficult for pice
ps
a Bt
students and, as a result, direct
for corporations involved
with the card
ifa
student uses
.
Poccnieale
mp.
body it serves.
ee
rovide, he or she will have no
de
phone company
the long distance
ne company
calls will be made under.
-_ over a
it card. It’s not fair to the student or competing
ane foo fo" he unin
made with the One
controls every banking transaction
institution
benbitteae
Card, especially ifthe cardis implemented acroas the entire California State University

While it is true that the One Card would provide some added convenience for
students, imagine the predicament a student will be inf the card is stolen, destroyed
nly would the student be out a
etic strip is wiped clean by accident. Not onk
oe
the
to that
mprene ips wiped ean by acide. Not onl One Card provides
to make long-distance calls, complete
i not be able

Tene

oaks or

dnne ote

cardis
Another issue to take into consideration iis the amount of.

to One Card carriers. With how much ease or
ms be felons. use a stolen or lost | to theira dvantage?

epee
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I would think that an indepen-

Ignoring Rossi was
a great disservice

dent university

The Lumberjack ‘has done its
readers a great disservice
with its

coverage of the debate for the First
Congressional District seat. By
basically ignoring Libertarian candidate
Emil Rossi, you perpetuate
theilnsion hadhgpalpere pola
cal parties that matter are the
Demicans and
The Libertarian
Party, founded
in 1972, does not exist

for

the purpose
of comic relief.
are more than 200 Libertariansin
public office nationwide,
presumably in places where the local media offer equal time to third party
candidates, and people have a
chance to hear the Libertarian
philosophy— one of individual
liberty, personal responsibility
and
freedom from
‘
ing

the statements from

and Alioto, it is clear that the
” between
those two was
little
more than a bi
t
love festival. The
that polls
for
the estaba
chi

oliticians and on

genes
cam:

to tak

would

be the first place to find information on new ideas and third-party
candidates. Until that happens
here, anyone interested in stopping the “War on Drugs,” ending
eee

oaraee with the

and reducing the military wee
to its
minimum can find
out more on. the internet at:

Erik Goldhammer
environmental resources engineering senior
,

thropology
until I dissected a small
ape called a gibbon in a biological
anthropology course at Davis the
next year. I switched my major to
physical anthropology. I married
Sandee (maiden name Candee) my
senior year at Davis and

ee
a

I applied to the graduate
school

at the University
of Chicago, long
the best place for anthropology.
Sandee earned a Ph.D. in art history, and I won a prize for my
master’s thesis and received a full
ip. Included
with some of
the other
students was
Donald Johanson who discovered

Susman overcomes

father’s death
What a great

rise! I can’t

believe how the internet has shrunk
the world.
After I left Santa Barbara City

in ‘67, I attended Valley

College in Los Angeles. I went to
Davis the following
year to major

oe.
cal

I felt self-conscious
around in high
I to 26 units my first

We finished ini five years, trav-

eled and lived in Europe and Africa and in 1976 I took a job at

Stony Brook. I made full p rofessor
in the medical school in 1987, and

now I teach anatomy to first year
medical students for seven weeks

each year. The restof the time I do
aaa

In 1984 I started law

school and received aJ.D. (doctor

of jurisprudence) in 1988.
_ We have two great kids. Anna is
Meee

Reaisat Brown, and

veTT wash nut? ihtetestéd th an- * high sc ve

I have thought of you and Gary
many times over the years.
You were correctin your assesseT
a
in lachins
on me. In looking
Pack, I realize that you never re-

cover from the deathsof important
people in your life. A piece goes

missing, but you
on. My
died in 1967, and I still think of

can get could meetin Los Angeles
some time, or if your are ever in
New York please give me a call.
‘Stay in touch.
Randall L. Susman, Ph.D.

school of medicine
State University of New York at
Stony Brook

him almost every day. I have pic-

of him in the
in my office
tures
jungles of |New Guinea during

World War II where he wasa B-24
pilot. The pictures are next to me
as at Africa. I guess
in the jungles
there is some continuity there.
I am leaving for South Africa on
Saturday (Oct. 5) to give a lecture,
see some new fossils (I hope) and
vacation on the beach and in the
wine country around
As for giving the bird with my

toes ... yes, I can still do that. I

don’t flip off other motorists as
much as I used to but I did moon
one of my graduate students last
year. My son is pretty good at it
also. I still play basketball, football
1 am pretty
and tennis. Jeez, I guess

much a middle class old fart.
I eo en

your ie
Ag FEDNEE Poyseaof n

column
e been the
laybe' we

number,major and yea
sro ke i vded ithe
contributor
is not an HSU student.
- Submissions
will not be returned ond

publication
is not guaranteed...
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Jackson Garland

Mosh pits, Turkey, rips

Minimum wage increase brings
new high prices to same old crap)
Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the
name of the beast, for it is the name of a “non-profit” company: Its
name is Lumberjack Enterprises.
If you think I’m exaggerating when I say evil has revealed its true
face at HSU, go buy a bagel with cream cheese at The Depot. Word
of warning: You might want to stop by the financial aid office on the
way and get an increase on your loan to pay for it.
In case you've deprived yourself of on-campus food for the past
week, let me briefly explain what’s going on. On Oct. 1, the federal
minimum wage increased from $4.25 to $4.75. A mere three-and-

While there are several very effective forms of alternative healing
out there, Id like to suggest a few of

my own.

I find storming through mosh
pits like a rabid dog to be quite
therapeutic with regards to my
mental and physical well being.
Just like playing tackle football

or wrestling, mosh pits offera great
release for built-up anger and frustrations. It’s also a cool adrenaline
rush and you get a great cardiovas-

cular workout. For a mere couple

of bruises and/or abrasions, the
benefits of pits far outweigh their
disadvan

Many brands of fine whiskey,
especially the one with our favorite

Thanksgiving victim on the label
because of its high alcohol con-

tent, work great on colds. You get
a warm, fuzzy feeling all over that
relieves your sinuses or at least cre-

ates the illusion of an overwhelming sense of illness relief.
Bong rips are possibly the ultimate in “aromatherapy.”
After be-

ing stressed out by midterms,
pa-

ae

ee

ic torture, a
cuuy se darted

ee
i

you
of aaeead ce

pidity where all elements of
academia vanish temporarily.
The
extensive relief of muscle tension,

which rivals that gained fromaprofessional massage, is another incentive towards practicing this
form of “herbal therapy.”
Sciacca is a journalism
senior on

The Lumberjack staff.

a-half minutes later, the price

ofa bagel and cream cheese at
The Depot rose 20 cents, a
slice of pizza went up a dime
and a cheeseburger is now 25
cents more.
An articulately crafted
memo posted on cash registers at The Depot explains that the price increases cover the costs of
increasing employee salaries. The memo also takes painful care to
, explain that the University Center Dining Relations faction of
Lumberjack Enterprises is purely non-profit. Right.
Meanwhile, we the students are forced to shell out even more

eet

money for a burrito that was probably over-priced already. I dread
Sept. 1 of next year when the minimum wage wil increase again to
$5.15. Pricers at The Depot will be hovering over the bagels with
price tags in hand, waiting for the clock to strike midnight and the
glorious new day to begin.
One final note on this issue: The aforementioned memo states
that The Depot is “actively searching” for new menu items to better
serve the needs of its customers.
Too bad nobody will be able to afford them.
What's in a drawing?

Has anybody ever stopped outside the front door of the Health
Center and taken a close look at the drawing which adorns the
entrance?
If you don’t know what I’m talking about, stroll over there and

take a look. You'll find a bizarre circular image of two nude males

While doing my laundry last
Friday, a jogger ran by with a

puppy tagging behind. I smiled,

next to each other, one of whom presumably represents a doctor
and the other a patient.
I’m assuming the drawing is Greek in nature, but I thought I'd
make a couple of calls to find out exactly what the hell it signifies. My

and the man said, “It’s not my

although very courteous, was unaware of the drawing’s

leave. Wagging its tail, pawing at
the man’s
gestures, the puppy

first call was to the Health Center. The woman who answered,

ing.

My next call was to Public Affairs, where I met with some limited

success. While I was not able to pinpoint the meaning of the

drawing, I did discover that it was placed next to the entrance when
the Health Center was remodeled in the fall of 1976. This would
explain why the two figures have what could be called “shaggy ’70s
sideburns.” Go look. They're there.
Perhaps a friend of mine best summed up the impression the

drawing gives when, after noticing where one of the nude males was
placing his hand in relation to the pelvis area of the other male, he

Five minutes later, I saw him

trying to shoo the puppy away.
The puppy, however, wouldn’t

the corner and out of sight.

I loaded my clothes in my car

and drove to the street. I was going

to turn right when I decided to
turn left and see what happenedto
the dog.
I found it sitting outside
the

muttered this observation: “Two words, Jackson — Gay porn.”

door of a motel reservation

The blackboard jungle ...

was now drinking
a cup of coffee.
Suddenly, I found myself stop-

By far the best thing this school has ever done was to have a
chalkboard installed next to the toilet in the men’s restroom on the
first floor of Nelson Hall East.
I can’t tell you the number of times I’ve sat on that toilet to

ee

Seventy-two hours

unburden myself of excess cargo and had a good chuckle over what
was written
on the board. It’s amazing how the true nature of some
people comes out in the bathroom. I’ve seen jokes, insults, drawings
and endless profanity adorn that board at one time or another.
Perhaps my favorite chalkboard renderings, however, have been
the exact reproductions of the Zodiac killer's letters that show up
from time to time. We have a nice, well-balanced student body here
at HSU.

Garland is editor in chief of The Lumberjack. You can e-mail
him
“se

bs

se

we

eS

staring inside at the jogger who

ping, getting out and picking up

the puppy, s

to the man

I'd take care of it and driving
off. It
was a male and had a raw, spongy
odor. I grimaced as he started
climbing
on my clothes.
I can’t have pets, but I started
ing a few calls.
No luck.
I fed him, and then, as I sat in

my chair
ing what
to do,
he laid down with his head
on my
foot and went to sleep; every now

and then wimper
softly
ing
as if

,

| longed to have.

cSt
;

I took him to the market and

stood outside witha sign that read:
“I need a home.” There were no

takers, but later I was thinking that
some people might have thought
the sign was referring to me and
not the dog.
As I drove down the freeway to

the Eureka Humane Society, I was

angry and disappoint
that ed
anyone wouldabapuppy.
ndonWhat
a

were they thinking about? But I
guess it’s like a lot of people we
meet in life. To them we're just

meat, just things that get in the

way and waste time.

I sat in the parking lot of the

Eureka Humane Society for 20

minutes listening to the echoing
cries of the animals inside. I stared
at the metal box in which people
dropped off animals when the

building was closed. The puppy

was crying loudly now, as if he
knew what was going to happen.
I took the puppy inside. The
him and
amt

over
asigned
him a cage numto know how long he
as

“Hehas 72hours, and then we'll
re-eva
lua
him,”
shete
said.

“If we think he'll be adopted,
we'll keep him, otherwise ... ”
Her sober look finished the
sentence
better than any words. I
turned to leave and she called me

backto signa paper she said was

only a formality.

Formality.
The word hovererd

inmy mindas
I drovehome. The

world is full of formalities, and
it’s too bad that sometimes we

can’t tell the difference between
what really matters and what

doesn’t.

Friends have mae me that
puppies get adopted fast and that,
eu
they won’t kill him.
I called Monday (Sept. 7) at
four o'clock in the afternoon
and
he was still there. His 72 hours
run out at midnight. His control
he
io
r D-02. I hope somebody wi

“Thar
nly one

one thing
to say to
the person(s) who abandoned
him. If there’s
any one
thing I've
learned
in my years on this

it’s this: What goes around,

comes around.

Someday,
your time

we

wil come,

and I hope you remember
why.

Kamm is the opinion editor of
The Lumberjack.

OPINION
OK, to all you scary, naturey, utopian

Correcting
the beliefs of
those who
protested
the demise

need
feel the d
who nest in Arcataan
idealists
La
former
the
to strut around in front of
Palapa with your poor excuses for picket
signs, we have a reality check for you!
Listen up! First ofall, one of the reasons you
Bell in
of Taco g
the buildingtin
were protes
Arcata is because of Pepsico’s involvement
in Burma. For those of you who are not
aware, Pepsico owns the Taco Bell trade-

mark. Well, for your information, your protesting was in vain because a recent press
from Pepsico stated
release that we requested
that all involvement in Burma had been previously terminated. Therefore, your protest
on Sept. 30 was just like La Palapa—out of
business.

Wewerealso wondering if you were aware
how many companies all over the U.S. have

Bet you’re

workers in foreign countries.

thinking to yourself, “Nothing I wear, eat,

use or drive was made with child labor.”
Think again. For example, Teva sandals
(preferably worn without socks, as all san-

of La Palapa

some post-production in Santa Barbara. The

questions it didn’t have answers for were
those regarding wages, age of workers, working conditions, benefits and hours. In the

own global concerns as well. You see, by
building a walk-through Taco Bell in Arcata
you won't be driving your gas-guzzling,
unsmoged, rusting, bumper-sticker-cov-

infamous words of Ms. Alanis Morrisette,

ered,

|, isn’t it ironic, dontcha think.”

baste your protesting juices in! Subway

money, the best places to go are

My experience here is that
in America live for workpeople
ing. Spanish people are not lazy,
I aleasy-living.
just a little more

for the last
ways leave everything
why I
reason
that is the
moment,
in a hurry. I’m always
am always
running from one place to another
because I like to work under pressure. I have the day before a test,

said to myself, “Don’t worry, you

still have time to study tonight...”

Next day, nervous,and with no

idea of what’s on the test, you can

to write more than
see me trying
justmy name.

Itis hard, but with a little bit of

I have become an expert
practice,

against the elements.
at fighting
we do for
People ask me what
fun in Spain. Well, if you have

ever been there, you know how it

is. Usually, Spanish young people
go out much more than Ameri-

Fridays, Satur-

are our favor- days and
ites, but also the rest of the days
are all right to have some fun with
pubs, bars,

| all good excuses Tie reenl af}

A

Bell

in

Se

natureepureis to keep|
both itwill be.L —'The
better offsoutof
tel- | |pinen
== only way* to keep at

relationship. We did it by

for me, and one I hope to
ence
never have again. —
e
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but not me. They have good
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ians need to
how to solve problems. L — Politic
environment.

be given
|" ¢__ Natural resource industries (timber, cattle etc.) should resourc
e
tions. | am not saying I'mabad | incentives to become more ecologically sound. L — Natural
be abolishsed.
need to rie
ust
student, it’s just that I preferhardto | ind
best
|“ ¢__ Those who manage and study our natural resources t know
have fun and then study
tell scientis and land

grades and I have strong emo-

cer, of course). After this, it de-

ds. If your team wins, let’s
party! Ifthey lose, don’t go home,
,
it is not the same.
of course,
but

The Spanish night is long, and
depending on the age and your
parents’ permissiveness, the time
to be back home would be between

nmental laws need l to better address the “Tragedy of the
Enviro
—
©
|
rom
topayf
tshave
studen
lic,and
$500 to $1200 per year. Places
| Commons.” L — Environmenta laws need to be more stringent on

$ to7a.m. lam 22, and my parents

Auténoma (Madrid) or Navarra

are pub- | managers how to protect the
Most of the colleges

snags,
as Salamanca,Complutenseand = [4,,

hae wey end aqpenesinne Soe
are considered some ofEurope’s

really trust me (I have a good repu-

tation), so I decide the time when I
‘should be back home. My father’s
advice is always, “If you are not at
home by noon tomorrow, then no
more money.” I am very respon-

‘C—Teaching

serena

best. We also have private uni-

socio
necessaryic
is a om
~ C— Econ

in Spain
to study five to nine years only to

“American women are more reasonable than Spanish women.”

id yoursel enemplorer
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ldand
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L — Large land owners are greedy and need
Spain is very high (around 20% | ing or threatening
ts be forced to protect the environment.
of the active population), and
logical
s

a student at HSU from Barcelona,
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laws land
era
Btopeil ecological degradation. L the— Fed
earth.

cele shonddie required
versities, but they are very €X- | those wholose should be compensated. Se sation
.
t compen
e in America. ——_| 9 yet aside critical habitat withoupat
like here
pensiv
ln eh pepe than punishBig ac natn lord
The rate of unemployment in

sible, and I am always back before
noon.
Spanish women are different
than American women in general.
According to my friend Xavi, also

e
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the same time.

are
our children morality and personal responsibility
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Taco

James Smiley
psychology senior
Sarah Collins
journalism senior

those fabulous golden arches. Now, you
better have a seat because you may be alittle
shocked to learn that Subway sells Pepsi

phone, which is a new experi-

age in Spain is 16,
The drinking

but it has a lot of truth.

ae oa

to

McKinleyville every time you spark up a
nice, fat bowl of Humboldt’s kindest! By
you stumbling down to the soon-to-be Arcata Taco Bell (We're sure they will have
lockers in which to store your bongo drums
and guitars while you eat), you'll be saving
your lungs and ours from all the exhaust that
would have been spewed out of your rusty
tailpipe.
On another note, just think you might be
able to get a job there and you can finally
stop leeching off your rich parents.

only to

food chain in the world, second

rasta-mobile

youare younganddon’thave much

to be 18 or older togo
but you have
into certain clubs. If you are older
than 18, the plan usually is to meet
friends around 8 p.m. We'll watch
a soccer game on television (on
weekends only and if you like soc-

yea

It’s like

protesting the building of Taco Bell while
stomping around in sandals made by overworked and underpaid Chinese children.
Isn’t it ironic?
Now to address your other concern of the
commercialization of the downtown Arcata
area, let’s take a one block skip and a jump
from the now decadent La Palapa complex

because of a Spanish girl who
stole my heart a long time ago. I

to meet friends is 4 p.m. Because

aboutliving for work” Itisajoke,

cm

or think we are better; in fact, we have our

an women
Americns
about io
opin

and have to be back

home before 10 p.m., a good time

“We work for living, and forget

een

products too! Holy moley, there goes your
whole protesting platform. Why don’t you
all strip naked and hitch a ride down to
Headwaters Forest and find something
worth protesting about.
So listen, we’re not slamming your protesting efforts just because we don’t like you

thefor
best source
ButTamnot

Typically, this is the plan: if you

area

Column

Gustavo Higueruela

bars — they are usually cheapest.

friends — discos,

spent much time on the phone with Deckers
which informed us that Teva sandals were
produced in these foreign nations as well as

37

Staff Column

IT

Spain we have a saying that says,

cans.

tion status). That's right, furry folks, we

Sandwiches and Salads is the largest fast

Spanish eyes
American and the
Spanish,
the very first thing that
aeetice:
se
vision that we have of life. In

course, China (with still most favored na-

dering where you think these glorious,

can, environmentally-sound, toxin-free fac-

societies, the

nic locations as Mexico, Costa Rica and, of

dals are meant to be worn) were seen in

velcro, river rafting, creations were produced. We can tell you one thing — it wasn’t
some middle class, blue collar, all-Ameri-

W<=:

iGuest

tory in Clintonville.
Let’s talk about Tevas that are made by
Deckers Outdoor Corporation in such sce-

to the thriving establishment of Subway
Sandwiches. Here is something for you to

abundance at the protest. Now we're won-

hen I try to compare

Wednesday,
Oct. 9, 1996
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CLASSIFIEDS
RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARIAL

POSITION—$5.25-6.75/hour

beginning

Spring

‘97

(approximately 20 hours/week).

$4.75/hour during Fall '96 training

teaching

basic

conversational

English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.

Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For

information call (206) 971-3570
ext. J60473.

period (4-6 hours/week). Serves
as receptionist for Associated
Students offices and takes minutes
for Associated Students Council

sector grants & scholarships

resume
to A.S. Business Office by

eligible. Let us help. For more info

Friday, October 11.
For more
inform
call Valerie
ati
Andres,
onA.S.
Office Coordinator, 826-3771.

WOMEN—5'3" to 5'7" and 135
pounds or less sought as dance
partners for ballroom dance class;

YOU
GIVE
ASSOCIATED
STUD
$47EN
A YEAR—H
TS
ow is

itspent? The A.S. Board of Finance

makes the recommendations. We
need your help! Position available
on the Board NOW! Pick up an
application in the A.S. offiorce
call
826-4221.

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING—

Entry-level & career positions
available worldwide (Hawaii,
Mexico,
Caribbean,
etc.).
Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA

dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and more.
Call: Resort

Employment Services (206) 971-

3600 ext. R60473.

ATTENTION

ALL

STUDENTS!

Over $6 billion in public and private
is

Call (800) 263-6495 ext. F60473.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

Eam up to $2,000+/moworking
nth
on cruise ships or land-tour
companies.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. For more information
call (206) 971-3550 ext. C60474.

McDONALD's.
Weekday and
night shifts available. We will work

around your school schedule. Neat
appearance a must. Apply in at

the Arcata McDonald's.

EOE.

THE LUMBERJACK! READ IT
FOR
THE
LATEST
HAPPENINGS ON AND OFF
CAMPUS.
SKI RESORTS HIRING—Ski
resorts are now hiring for many
position
this winter.
s Up to$1,500+
in salary & benefits. Call Vertical
Employment Group (206) 9713650 ext. V60472.

INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL/HEALTH
company

needs

a

THRILLS

motivated individual to help with

HUM-BOATS

local expansion. Must be interested
in working
with people in a positive
environment.
We are very
interested in applicants with
leadership abilities.
We offer

HAND FED COCKATIELS, ALL
COLORS.

Earn

AND BOXSPRING

Room
and board! Transportation!

Male or female. No experience
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510
ext. A60474.

'

FAST FUNDRAISER-Raise
$500 in 5 days-Greeks, groups,
Clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,
easy-No financial obligation.
(800) 862-1962 ext. 33.
BEFORE

RESPONDING

owner.

to

sent or giving a credit card number

SERVICES

over the phone, you may want to
contact the local Better Business

contact. Massage helps increase

the oxygen
of blood.
Foot-Reflexology, 2nd degree
Reiki. Reidun Olsson CMP 8227247.

PERSONALS
VOTE ROB WADE FOR JUDGE
NOVEMBER 5.

NOUN Gana

RENT

4-H

300,000 miles out of your car?
90S

FUNDRAISER.

and F Streets, Arcata.

tons more. Cail Tamara at 6684186 for more info.

|]

onsite

Flea Martby the Bay,bottom of

Del Norte, 443-3103.

NEED AUTO INSURANCE? We

can help! Even ree
driving record.
Payment plans.

CAMP
CUTS needs
US
new co-

owner/tosty
provide lis
hair care
t to
HSU faculty, students, staff and
administration.
For information,
11/13

WEDDING DRESS, white with
detachable train, size 10-12,
includes veil. Lace covered and

beading,

long sleeves, sheath

style. $400
for all, 445-1816. 1016
FREE

Clothes,

books, gear, toys, furniture and

TAKE A JOUR
tothe
NE
ancien
Y t
Christian Faith—Orthodoxy. St.
Innocent Orthodox Church
inquirer's class meets every

Wednesday
Transportation
443-2099.

What can you do to get

Cn

Saturday, 10/12/96, 9am-1pm, 7th

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATH APT.
Close to campus and public
with

LEAP

60's & 70's CLOTHING AND
ACCESSORIES
ARE
AT
FLASHBAC#44,
K in the back of

Fast service. Call Chuck or Mike at
445-4188.

ENJOY
A MASSAGE
IN
ARCATA.
Massage transmits
healing energy by caring human

company
Ofierings adverticed.

transportation,

We are here to help you

_with the cost of
your pet.
Cail us for details: For Pets Sake
Thriftstore, 415 5th St. Eureka,
CA 95501, 444-3585.

advertisements requesting money be

FOR

at
7pm.
available.
Call
1148

newspaper
needs lots of attention.
Pick one up at a news stand near

you. The Lumberjack. |

WANTED
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS.
Only $5/25 words ($2 students).
Place ad at University Ticket

Office, Nelson Hail East.

2000008080008
S0OOS0S00
CSCSSES
SSSCOSOSSOSSSSOSSSSO0O08OSS
080880888

Don't let a few mid-terms spook you.
Relaxation is just minutes away.

Our Systems Managed Care Program, using factory pasts,
dramatically increases performance and longevity.

Factory trained technician
for
HO¢ND
GM ¢ TOYOT
A A

MATTRESS

Sweet, tame: $35 and

up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month.

WORMWOOD: Encourage self
ettohy Fan out mamecites of
amily,
at11am,
1757J Street, Arcata. Your loving
Uncle SCREWTAPE.

Practice
AUTO WELLNESS

LAPTOP: eee
= with
carrying case and floppy disk drive.
—
condition $1,000. 8226190.

PETS

EMPLOYMENT—Students

Fishing Industry.

» fepair affordable used

aaa
Macs for the Masses!
Jim Elferdink: 677-1946.
12/1

canoes. Group events made to
order. 444-3048.

SUMMER

SALE

MACS, MACS, MACS. Macintosh

adventures,

and lessons. Full moon, high tide
events. Keel boats, sea kayaks,

appointment.

needed!

bay

sail, row and paddle. Sales, rentals

flexibility and excellent training.
Call 442-6582 to schedule an
ALASKA

FOR

positive,

BM« W
FORD

J

Cass, Trecks & 4X4's * Carb Ovechaul » Pus! lnjestion Disgrosic
For de-it-pos
Salf-Hel
p Clesces
mel
aveilabd
fer
s, e!

8:30 a.m.-12 noon
1:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

r8

Pocees

Downtown Arceta
822-2596
or (888)ECO-TUNE

ESCORT

SERVICE

@eececcccccccccocososood

TRAVEL
ABROAD
AND
WORK—Make up to $25-45/hr.

OPPORTUNITIES

.

The Lemberjack

THis WEEK
¢ The Eureka Woman's
Club
Concert Series begins its season
“e

aeiae

drama as she shares her upbring- Thursday
on the Quad at 6 p.m.
ing in Harlem in the sixties. 826- Dolores Huerta, co-founder and
$928.
bine vice
2
president of the United Farm
¢ “Salmon Return,” a
Workers Union, will be the guest
Hudson Plumb will be ws
walker along with other commuspeaker
World Premiere Theatre, Friday nity leaders. Music duo, Francine
and Saturday. 443-3724.
and Nymiah, will also be there.
¢ “Inherit the Wind,” a
¢ To help raise money for
based on the 1920s Scopes trial, Humboldt's International Film

oe

18 at the Eureka Woman's Club,
16th and J Street. Members $15
and non-members
$18. 445-9650.

e The HSU

Band

will host the North

Honor

Wind Ensemble
in a joint concert
Oct. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in Fulkerson

vance and $7 at the door.
° Punk-Irish folk singer, Casey

percussionist Dave

White, will be at the Natural Resources Building 101
Friday at 7:30 p.m.
$5 donation. 826-

willbe at the North Coast Reper-

tory Theatre, through Oct. 19.
442-NCRT.
o Ferndale
Theatre
presents
“Communicating
Doors” Thursday-Saturday at

re
ee
ore
eral and $2 for students
niors. 826-5436.

8:15 p.m. through
Oct. 19, with matinees at 2:15 p.m.

7775.
e The HSU Fac-

Sunday

ulty Artists Series
presents, “Wind

e Writer/performer

Serenades,” with
Bat

Kenneth Ayoob Saturday at 7:45 p.m. in
the Fulkerson Recital

miere his new
show, “Bosom of
Abraham,” Oct.

Hall.

11/13

ith
12,
ath
10/16

Kate
Buchanan
Room. He’s known
for the humor and
humanity
in his stories that feature humans in strange,
ev-

and Eatery hosts

Delphinium Blue,

¢ Deep

Tickets

Forest

._

and.

students -_ se-

@

Wednesday
and an Acoustic open
‘mikeon Tuesday. 668-5933.
¢ Hefe’s hosts Dub Nation Fri-

day, 443-4333.

¢ Cesaria Evora will perform
Monday at 8 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room. Tickets are $17

general, $13 for students and se-

niors, 826-3928. —

On Stage

Duzer Theatre at 8 p.m. Oct. 17
¢ Umo

and 24. Tickets are $6. 826-3566.

Ensemble presents

“buffoon theatre” with musical

Grab Bag

sculptor Ela Lamblin at the Mateel

duo Francine and Nymiah and

¢ Comedian Marga Gomez in

e The

Big Adventure,” will be shown in
Founders Hall 118 Saturday
at 8p-m. $2 donation. 826-4113.

¢ The Humboldt Arts Council

hosts an exhibit, “McVicker and

Friends, 14 Representational
Humboldt Painters,” Through
Oct. 31, on E Street in Old Town
Eureka. 442-0278.

¢ HSU will host the California
State Student Association statewide conference Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.
© The Farewell to Arms Race,

a benefit for Citizens for Social
Responsibility, will begin at 10
a.m. Oct. 19 at St. Mary’s School,
in the Arcata bottoms. Two, five

and ten kilometer runs, 822-7005.

Workshops

¢ There will be a Stress and
Relaxation workshop at the
Counseling
and Psychological
Services Group 223 Thursday from
5-6 p.m. with
O'Neill
and Oct. 16 from noon-! p.m. with
Marcy Pomeroy. 826-3236.
¢ Lost in cyberspace? Internet
drop-ins every Thursday noon-1
p.m. in the Siemens Hall 118 Computer Lab and electronic tutorials every Monday 8:30-9 a.m. with
Martha Johansen; meet at the Li-

brary Information desk or every
Thursday 4-5 p.m. with Sharon
Chadwick in Library 207.
¢ The Career Center will havea
workshop about International
Summer Jobs Internships Oct.
16 at 6:30 p.m. in Founders Hall
163. 826-3341.

¢ There will be a Leadership
Conference in the University Center Oct. 19 from 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
$8. Sign up deadline is Monday
in the Clubs office.

Town Hall
Meetings

“Memory Tricks” will be in the

“Rogerand
Me” Thursday at 7:30

Kate Buchanan Room Friday at 8

p-m. in Founders Hall 118.

§22 -3770

Arcata
DATSUN

@&

Preventive

—= Maintenance
& Tune-ups
i ae a
Loaner Bikes Available
HONDA

¢ The Career Center has an

“Interview Techniques” workshop today at 4 p.m. in Nelson
Hall West 232. 826-3341.

¢ Humboldt County Board of
Supervisors meeting Tuesday at
9 a.m. at 825 Fifth St. Eureka.
445-7509.

¢ Eureka City Council meeting
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 531 K St.
The meeting for that night is can-

celled until Oct. 22.
e Arcata City Council meeting
Oct. 16 at 7:30 p.m. inthe Council
Chambers at City Hall.

eT

¢ No on Proposition 209 rally

p.m. Gomez mixes comedy and

AUTOMOTIVE

¢ Relationships workshop,
“Endings and Beginnings (and
everything in between),” for
single or married men and women
starting today from 3-4:30 p.m. A
pre-interview appointment is
needed. 826-3236.

Club presents

¢ Cooling Systems
Electrical Repairs
Sapo * Tagine Centers

Jj :

:

John Heckel, will be at the Van

¢ There will be a Food Not
world beat band, Heartbeat, Oct.
17 at 7 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
Room. $5 at eesdoor. 822-5401.

-

¢ “Blood Root,” a play written
by Michael Pearce
and directed by

ity Center
in Redway tonight at 7. Mature content. Tickets
are $7. 923-3368.

niors. 826-3928.

$13

are $10

general and $5 for

Pizza has Karaoke,
Monday

Festival, the movie, “Pee Wee's

oo

eryday situations.

Saturday. 822-5493.

@ jBEP

{(,@)

19 at 8 p.m. in the

¢ Cafe Mokka
hosts Good Company, Friday at 8:30
p.m. 822-2228.
¢ Sunnyside Pub
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Mini Storage
eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies
eSgeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed

180 F Street « Arcata e CA ,
822-2200
(800) 655-0522
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